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ABSTRACT
Cu-rich grown CuInSe2 thin-film solar cells can be as efficient as Cu-poor ones.
However record lab cells and commercial modules are grown exclusively under Cu-poor
conditions. While the Cu-rich material’s bulk properties show advantages, e.g. higher
minority carrier mobilities and quasi-Fermi level splitting - both indicating a superior
performance - it also features some inherent problems that led to its widespread dismissal
for solar cell use. Two major challenges can be identified that negatively impact the Cu-
rich’s performance: a too high doping density and recombination close to the interface.
In this work electrical characterisation techniques were employed to investigate the mech-
anisms that cause the low performance. Capacitance measurements are especially well-
suited to probe the electrically active defects within the space-charge region. Under a
variation of applied DC bias they give insights into the shallow doping density, while
frequency and temperature dependent measurements are powerful in revealing deep levels
within the bandgap.
CuInSe2 samples were produced via a thermal co-evaporation process and subsequently
characterized utilizing the aforementioned techniques. The results have been grouped into
two partial studies. First the influence of the Se overpressure during growth on the shal-
low doping and deep defects is investigated and how this impacts solar cell performance.
The second study revolves around samples that feature a surface treatment to produce a
bilayer structure - a Cu-rich bulk and a Cu-poor interface.
It is shown that via a reduction of the Se flux during absorber preparation the doping
density can be reduced and while this certainly benefits solar cell efficiency, a high deficit
in open-circuit voltage still results in lower performance compared to the Cu-poor devices.
Supplementary measurements trace this back to recombination close to the interface. Fur-
thermore a defect signature is identified, that is not present in Cu-poor material. These
two results are tied together via the investigation of the surface treated samples, which do
not show interface recombination and reach the same high voltage as the Cu-poor sam-
ples. The defect signature, normally native to the Cu-rich material, however is not found
in the surface treated samples. It is concluded that this deep trap acts as a recombination
centre close to the interface. Shifting it towards the bulk via the treatment is then related
to the observed increase in voltage.
Within this thesis a conclusive picture is derived to unite all measurement results and
show the mechanisms that work together and made it possible to produce a high efficient
Cu-rich thin-film solar cell.
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CHAPTER
ONE
INTRODUCTION
In a span of less than two hours, enough energy from the sun hits the surface of earth, to
satisfy humanities’ energy demands for a whole year [1]. In the year 2015, photovoltaics
(PV) contributed 1.3 % of the global demand for electricity, with at least 227 GW installed
capacity [2]. Even accounting for the finite conversion efficiency of solar to electric or
thermal power, those two facts show that there is a nearly limitless potential resting
in solar energy technology left to be utilized. The worlds growing need for sources of
clean, sustainable energy is one of the great challenges of our time. Small scale PV
installations can not only be installed much faster than any of the conventional power
sources, but also offer electricity supply far-off the grid, an advantage for developing
countries. There are indeed challenges associated with the availability of solar energy
throughout the day, making research on new ways of energy storage, mobility and smart
grids imperative. Despite this, PV in combination with other renewable energies could be
able to fully replace fossil fuels, provided a worldwide effort is made and policy changes are
put in place [3,4]. However a number of economic incentives exist aside from the obvious
ecological ones. Already today, out of the globally 8.1 million jobs in renewable energy,
solar PV supplies a major share with a total of 2.8 million jobs in 2015 [5]. The price
learning curve, which showcases average module price over cumulative production has
shown a steady decline, due to scaling effects and advances in technology [6]. Furthermore,
the energy payback time (EPT) of various PV technologies - namely the time it takes for a
power plant to generate enough energy to offset the energy that went into production and
installation of that certain plant - is very low, much lower than for conventional sources [6].
Especially thin-film technology shines in this regard, due to its low material usage with
an EPT in the order of 1/10 of their lifetime, an advantage which has a potential for
growth, with new low cost growth techniques being researched [7].
1.1. The case for Cu(In,Ga)Se2 thin-film solar cells
Despite not being an ideal candidate for PV applications due to its indirect bandgap,
silicon wafer technology dominates the PV market. Thin-film PV however has been able
to take its share, with highly efficient modules becoming commercially available in recent
years [6]. This work focusses on the chalcopyrite CuInSe2(CIS), which was first developed
in 1974 as an IR-photodetector at Bell labs [8] and optimized for the use in PV, reached
an efficiency of 12 % one year later [9]. It has to be pointed out, that while this thesis
focusses on the ternary, the commercial available absorber material is an alloy between
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CIS and CuGaSe2 (CGS). Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) has become the efficiency leader in thin-
film PV, with lab record efficiencies of 22.3 % [10]. The advantages, which will be pointed
out within this section where mostly studied on CIGS technology. However they are also
important for the present study on CIS, since the ultimate goal going further from here
will be to apply the findings on the ternary to CIGS, provided they merit repeating.
CIS is a direct semiconductor with a forbidden gap of around 1 eV [11–13]. Due to
this, it is an excellent material for high efficiency single junction or tandem solar cells.
Commercially available single junction modules are usually fabricated with an absorber
layer, made from an alloy of CuInSe2 and CuGaSe2, in short CIGS. By this the bandgap
can be increased, leading to larger open-circuit voltages. Furthermore it features a high
absorption coefficient in the range of 105 cm-1 [13] over most of the visible spectrum.
Therefore Cu(In,Ga)Se2 layers can be grown very thin compared to standard silicon wafer
technology. This allows for the growth on flexible substrates, which has not only been
shown successfully, but even yielded world-record efficiencies [14]. Growth on foils does
not only allow for new deposition methods and storage concepts, but due to the ability
of being rolled Cu(In,Ga)Se2 also supplies the most power per weight of all thin film
technologies with 919 W/kg specific power [15]. Resulting in another potentially huge
factor for reducing cost and EBT for this technology, since framing and glass substrate
play a big part in both [6].
Rooftop PV has the smallest environmental impact of all renewable energy technologies,
since it requires no additional land usage like any free standing power sources would [16].
Lighter, frameless thin film PV will allow for easier deployment on existing structures,
which is another advantage of Cu(In,Ga)Se2. This is even more important for applications
beyond terrestrial, as mass is a big cost factor associated with the logistics of transport
into orbit. But a reduction of weight and storage space are not the only unique abilities,
which make it a very interesting material in this sector, i.e. as a power supply for satellites.
For one, it exhibits an exceptional resistance against radiation damage, which allows for
greatly increased module lifetimes, once exposed to the conditions of high-energy particle
bombardment outside the earth’s atmosphere and magnetic field. Irradiation tests with
electrons of 1 MeV show a radiation hardness of at least one order of magnitude higher
than any other PV technology [17]. This self-healing ability can be explained by the
mobility of defects and formation of complexes [18, 19]. Back on earth, this ability also
provides exceptional stability in outdoor tests [20].
All this together shows that Cu(In,Ga)Se2 is a very versatile material for solar cell use.
However, CIGS still lags behind the efficiency records of Si wafer technology. One key
difference between the two technologies is that, while Si can be made virtually defect free
and subsequently doped with the right element in order to create shallow defects within
just the right energy range at just the right concentration, the case is very different for
CIGS. As an intrinsically doped material, CIGS features a wide range of defects even
without the addition of foreign elements. Therefore a number of parameters during the
growth of the absorber determine the formation and profile of the different defects in
the absorber layer. Understanding these defects, especially their position within the
bandgap as a function of different growth parameters, is crucial in order to produce
better solar cells. In section 2.1 the material CIS will be discussed with a focus on its
intrinsic defects, paying special attention to the advantages of CIS grown under an excess
of copper. However, this material also features a number of challenges, which reduce final
device performance and can be traced back to its electrical properties. The aim of this
study is to characterize those properties and find ways to overcome these challenges.
8
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1.2. Electrical measurements on solar cells
There is a number of semiconductor characterization techniques that focus on defects,
both electrical and optical methods. An advantage of electrical measurements is that
they are inherently performed on fully finished solar cell devices. This means they can
be employed under conditions very close to how a device would operate normally. Ad-
mittance measurements (first introduced by Losee [21]) is the technique to measure the
capacitance of a solar cell under different alternating current (AC) frequencies. Variation
of the device temperature allows for measurements of shallower defects, which is then
called thermal admittance spectroscopy (TAS). With this technique one can probe the
density of states within the band gap and thereby deduce defect energies and capture
cross-sections. However, this is not a trivial technique and knowledge about many device
parameters is crucial in order to be able to interpret the gathered data properly.
Current-voltage curves under the variation of temperature (IVT) can help to find fun-
damental, macroscopic parameters of the device, especially the resistance in series and
parallel to the device. An equivalent circuit model can be calculated from these two. This
is important, as the capacitive response of such a circuit can interfere with the measure-
ment.
Capacitance-voltage measurements (CV) are performed by measuring capacitance at fixed
frequency and temperature under a variation of the external bias voltage. They can be
used to determine the built-in voltage and density of free carriers and thereby gain insights
into the width of the space-charge region (SCR). These quantities are in itself important
for device characterization, but also are needed in order to perform the defect density
evaluation of admittance measurements. In chapter 2.3 the utilized characterization tech-
niques are described in-depth. This is then followed by chapter 3 about the growth and
sample structure of the studied devices.
This thesis mainly comprises two studies, both of which address problems of Cu-rich
grown CIS solar cells whose origins are revealed via electrical characterization methods.
The first study investigates the influence of the Se supply during absorber growth on the
doping density (chapter 4) and finds a new defect native to the Cu-rich material. The
second study is focussed on absorbers, which are grown Cu-rich with an ex-situ In-Se
surface treatment (chapter 5), delivering solar cells on-par with the Cu-poor material. A
mechanism how this treatment improves solar cell performance is then proposed.
The last chapter (6) summarizes all results gathered in this thesis and aims to give an
outlook as to how to proceed from here.
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CHAPTER
TWO
THIN-FILM SOLAR CELL BASICS AND
CHARACTERIZATION
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the fundamentals of thin-film solar cells based
on CuInSe2 and their characterization by electrical measurements. It will form a concise
theoretical background, which enables the description and interpretation of the data,
generated within the framework of this thesis. It is divided into three sections with the
first (2.1) focussing on the properties of the absorber material, the second (2.2) describing
the fundamental physics behind photovoltaic cells and their operation, and the third (2.3)
will introduce the different methods of electric characterization, which were applied during
this study.
2.1. The chalcopyrite CuInSe2
2.1.1. Crystallography
Zn
Se
Cu
In
Se
Figure 2.1.: Zincblende and chalcopyrite crystal lattic - The chalcopyrite structure is
formed by two zincblende unit cells on top of each other. Modified version, from [22]
The preferred structure for photovoltaic applications of the I-III-VI2 semiconductor
CuInSe2 (CIS) is the chalcopyrite crystal structure (a-phase). This structure is essen-
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tially formed by two zincblende unit cells sitting on top of each other, this is illustrated in
figure 2.1. It fills a cuboid with quadratic base of a = 5.784 A˚ and height of c = 11.616 A˚.
The bond lengths are then: dCu-Se = 2.484 A˚ and dIn-Se = 2.586 A˚. The first X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) measurements of the lattice parameters were published by Hahn et al. [23],
however the here given values are from later XRD measurements [24], confirmed by ex-
tended X-ray absorption fine structure [25]. One characteristic of this semiconductor is
its wide existence range, from very Cu-poor to stoichiometric growth it can form a stable
α-phase. This is due to the ability of defects to form complexes, which stabilize the crystal
lattice. Especially the defect pair consisting of two Cu vacancies and an In-on-Cu antisite
(2VCu+InCu) has a very low formation energy [26].
The phase diagram [27] is shown in figure 2.2, a number of additional phases appear in
the various temperature and composition regions.
The diagram displays the growth temperature on the ordinate and In content on the ab-
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Figure 2.2.: Pseudobinary phase diagram of CIS - The Cu-rich and Cu-poor CuInSe2
composition ranges have been highlighted blue and red respectively. All the samples, shown
in this thesis, fall in the coloured regions of the diagram. The growth temperature is plotted
on the ordinate and In content on the abscissa. Reproduced from ref. [27].
scissa, therefore Cu-rich compositions are left from the centre of the graph. An important
note is, that a phase separation occurs for Cu contents above stoichiometry and the excess
is absorb into a secondary CuxSe phase, which grows on top of the a-phase [28]. This
CuxSe is highly conductive and has to be etched away, before solar cell finishing. There-
fore the term Cu-rich in the context of solar cells refers to material, which was grown
with a secondary phase that was removed afterwards. However the given Cu/In-ratios for
Cu-rich solar cells, which are above one, always refer to the material before etching.
The additional phases are outside the temperature and composition ranges, utilized for
sample growth within this thesis, therefore they will only be treated rather quickly in the
following. Despite the fact that for conventional PV use, CIS is usually grown Cu-poor,
there is still a lot dispute over the In-rich region of the phase diagram. A number of
compositions and lattice structures have been proposed for this b-phase, which sometimes
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called ”ordered defect compound” (ODC) . There is however the wide agreement that
this ODC layer grows on top of the chalcopyrite and might be important for the high
performance of Cu-poor devices [29].
At even higher Cu-deficiencies the g-phase becomes dominant, which has a composition of
CuIn5Se8. This phase marks a structural transition of the Se sublattice from the chalcopy-
rite, in which the Se sublattice is face-centred cubic, to the hexagonal stacked ordering
in In2Se3. The g-phase is then a layered structure of partial hexagonally close packed Se
anions.
Additionally at high temperatures there is the d-phase, which grows in the sphalerite
crystal structure. However this phase becomes unstable with decreasing temperature and
decomposes into a mix of a and b.
Advantages of Cu-rich grown CuInSe2
There are a number of studies on the material properties of Cu-rich grown CuInSe2. The
crystal quality in general is higher in Cu-rich, than Cu-poor CuInSe2. In polycrystalline
CuInSe2 this is exhibited by the larger crystal size in Cu-rich material. As mentioned pre-
viously the Cu-poor material is stabilized by vacancy and antisite defects, which allows for
high Cu deficits, while the Cu-rich growth mode yields two phases: stoichiometric CuInSe2
and CuxSe, which growths mostly on the top of it. This fact indicates a better material
quality and less defective structure for CuInSe2 grown under Cu-excess. Positron annihi-
lation Doppler broadening spectroscopy experiments on epitaxial samples have confirmed
different vacancy type defects in Cu-rich and Cu-poor material. For the Cu-rich samples
only Cu vacancies could be detected, while below stoichiometry the double vacancy of Cu
and Se dominates [30] . Furthermore, these double vacancies show metastable behaviour,
leading to voltage and light bias dependant effects.
As shown by Hall measurements on epitaxially grown CuGaSe2 [31], the mobility of free
charge carriers shows an increase for material grown with Cu/In-ratios above 1. Unfortu-
nately there are no comparable studies on Cu-rich grown CuInSe2, but measurements of
Cu-poor single crystals found very low mobilities in the Range of 4− 60 cm2Vs [32] in p- and
n-type material, 4 cm2Vs [33] (only p-type). In recent years there have been more studies on
the mobility in CuInSe2 by optical pump terahertz spectroscopy [34]. They find very high
mobilities of photoexcited electrons at room temperature of 1000 cm2Vs for stoichiometric
material. A comparison to Cu-poor material shows them to be much lower in the latter
at only 200 cm2Vs [35]. It can be deduced that Cu-rich CuInSe2 has a high advantage in
transport properties.
The optical properties also show a number of advantages. Studies by excitation power
calibrated photoluminescence on bare CuInSe2 reveal that the quasi-Fermi level splitting
increases profoundly above the stoichiometry point [36]. Furthermore degradation of
these samples under air exposure is severely reduced in Cu-rich compared to Cu-poor
samples [37]. Unfortunately these advantages are negated, when measuring CuInSe2-
absorber, which have been coated with a CdS-buffer layer. For these samples the quasi-
Fermi level splitting is consistently higher in the Cu-poor ones and degradation is halted
independent of Cu content [37]. This highlights the importance of the interface, in chapter
5 Cu-rich samples with a Cu-poor layer (description of the surface treatment in section
3.3) were investigated to address this issue.
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2.1.2. Native electrical defects
In contrast to the classical semiconductor Si, CuInSe2 has the advantage that it can
be doped through native point defects, i.e. without adding foreign dopants into the
crystal structure. Furthermore it is an amphoteric material, meaning that its majority
and minority carrier concentrations can be changed with composition, for example as
shown by Noufi et al. [38] reduction of the Selenium/Metal (Se/Me) flux ratio leads to
majority inversion from p- to n-conductivity.
The different possible types of native defects are shown in fig. 2.3. They are:
• Vacancies: Missing atoms in the crystal structure, they are VCu, VIn and VSe.
• Antisites: Atoms that are on the wrong spot of the lattice: InCu, CuIn.
• Interstitials: Atoms that are in between grid sites: Cui, Ini and Sei.
Cu
In
In
Cu
V
Se
Cu
I V
Cu
Figure 2.3.: Native point defects in CIS - Ideal crystal of CuInSe2 (left) vs. structure
showing a number of native point defects (right)
Still many fundamental facts about the native defects are unknown, it is therefore unclear
which are prevalent in samples of differing composition and their effect on the optoelec-
tronic properties and ultimately the solar cell characteristics. Numerous theoretical and
experimental studies have been trying to shine a light on the native defects in CuInSe2,
but so far it has not been possible to create a congruent model which describe the mea-
sured defect energies. In the following there will be a summary of some results from
experimental methods and the defect calculations and where these overlap and differ. As
an optical characterization method, photoluminescence measurements can give an insight
into the radiative recombination processes which govern the absorber materials’ proper-
ties. Some general trends that are observed in photoluminescence studies of the Cu-poor
material are a high level of compensation [39] and Urbach tailing. These effects are gener-
ally seen in the spectra as very broad, asymmetrical peak-shapes of the PL-transitions at
14
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low temperatures. Contrary to this, Cu-rich material shows very sharp, Gaussian peaks
for the high temperature band-to-band transition [37] and a multitude of excitonic and
donor-acceptor transitions at low temperatures [40]. Regarding defect energies, there has
been some controversy about the attribution of low temperature PL-transitions to na-
tive defects in CuInSe2 [40]. In the cited work CuInSe2 samples of varying compositions
from Cu-excess to deficiency are investigated with temperature and excitation intensity
dependant PL measurements. They identify two donor-acceptor pairs plus an excitonic
transitions, which is only visible in the Cu-rich samples. A model is then proposed, which
consists of two transitions involving the same shallow donor, that is about 10 meV below
the conduction band edge. The two acceptors, dubbed ‘A1’ and ‘A2’ are at 40 meV and
60 meV above the valence band, respectively. The first one is found in material, which
was grown Cu-poor or slightly Cu-rich, while the second only appears in that of high Cu-
excess [40]. Results from optical and electrical measurements are not congruent due to
reasons that will be explored deeper in chapter 2.3.5. Historically two signatures, which
were reported frequently for a number of different samples - the so-called ‘N1’ and ‘N2’
defect, stand out and their nature has been discussed to a great extend. Krysztopa et
al. have compiled an overview of different publications regarding a number of electrical
measurement methods on Cu-rich, Cu-poor, polycrystalline and epitaxial samples with
the reported activation energy and thermal pre-factor of different defect signatures [41].
There have been a number of theoretical studies on the topic of defects in CuInSe2, with
widely varying results regarding the values of defect energies. Commonly a mixture of
density functional theory (DFT) and Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations are employed to ac-
curately describe bandgap values of the evaluated semiconductor, these calculations are
then called hybrid density functionals. This is due to the fact that DFT usually returns
too small bandgap values, while HF calculations overestimate it. A widely used approach
was proposed by Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof(HSE) [42], in which they introduce a
screened Coulomb potential into exchange term of the HF calculation, thereby effectively
reducing its range. The Coulomb screening strength and length can be adjusted to re-
produce the known bandgap of a studied material. Another advantage of this approach
is considerably less computational costs, compared to pure DFT calculations [42]. Some
studies, that use this approach have been published by Pohl et al. [43], Oikkonen et al. [44]
and Bekaert et al. [45], but results are rather disputed.
The first study [43] calculates four defects with low formation energies, with InCu as a
very shallow donor abundantly present under all process conditions. Also independent
of growth conditions appear VCu, a very shallow acceptor (< 50 meV, main dopant) and
Cui, which they find to also be very mobile and the driver of Cu-migration and metastable
effects [46]. Finally there is CuIn, a slightly deeper hole trap whose concentration depends
on the growth parameters.
In contrast to previous literature they find the binding energies of defect complexes with
Cu-vacancies to be very low and generally state that their calculations suggest that those
are not present in measurable quantities in the CIS material. Same goes for VIn, VSe, Ini,
Sei to whom they also ascribe high formation energies and therefore low concentrations.
In the second work [44] they find the Cu-vacancy to have the lowest formation energy of all
vacancies, but with no defect ionization levels within the bandgap. A little bit higher for-
mation energy, the Se-vacancy contributes an acceptor state at 0.85 eV. The In-vacancy
features the highest formation energy in nearly all growth conditions and also has no level
within Eg [47]. Both cation antisite defects’ formation energies are highly dependent on
the growth conditions, but become very low under high Cu-or In-excesses, respectively.
15
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The Cu-interstitial also has a low formation energy in contrast to the In-interstitial [48],
Sei is possible and they assign a shallow acceptor level to the Se-Se dumbbell, meaning a
comples out of a Se-interstitial and a Se lattice atom [49]. Generally they argue in favour
of defect complexes, the argument being that the low binding energies found for calcu-
lations in thermodynamic equilibrium, don not reflect thin film growth conditions and
kinetics have to be taken into account. Their defect complexes are electrically passive,
with the exception of Se-vacancy containing complexes that are electron traps.
According to the last reference [45] the In-on-Cu antisite is a shallow donor, while Cu-and
In-vacancy and Cu-on-In antisite are shallow acceptors. A special point is made to look
at the influence of the cation stoichiometry on defect formation energies. In increasingly
In-rich (which they say is also equivalent to Se-poor) conditions, the formation energy
of In-on-Cu is decreased, while under In-poor growth In-on-Cu antisite and Cu-vacancy
defects are more abundant and the Cu-on-In antisite is less. At high Cu-excesses CuIn
surpasses VCu and becomes the dominant acceptor, leading to the high doping in Cu-rich.
However, they neither discuss Se-related defects, nor complexes.
This shows that also from a theoretical point of view, there is still a lot that has not been
fully understood about the defects in CIS.
2.2. Photovoltaic devices
To achieve their purpose of generating energy a number of processes have to go on within
a thin-film solar cell. First, charge carriers have to be generated through the absorption
of photons, then a separation of those charges has to occur and finally charge extraction
needs to take place, to get the positive and negative carriers into their respective terminals.
The basic structure of all the cells described in this work consists of a diode, which rectifies
the photo current that is generated within the absorber layer and allows charges to pass
to their respective terminals. In the following section semiconductor junctions and their
basic physics will be discussed.
2.2.1. Semiconductor junctions
As described in the last chapter doping can be utilized to form shallow defects in the
semiconductor material. At room temperature there is enough thermal energy available to
ionize these defects, which leads to a contribution of free carriers in the bands. The nature
of the dominant defects determines the conductivity type of the semiconductor, shallow
acceptors eject holes into the valence band resulting in p-type material, while shallow
donators release electrons into the conduction band to form an n-type conductor. Most
semiconductor devices are based on the joining of a p- and an n-type material into a so-
called pn-junction. Depending on the utilized materials, alignment of the respective bands
can vary, resulting in different types of interfaces. Generally one differentiates between
homojunctions, which are formed by the contact between two differently doped parts of
the same material, and heterojunctions between two different materials with different
bandgap energies. For the later one discriminates three different types of alignments [50],
they are depicted in figure 2.4:
• Type I: (Straddling) The bandgap energy of the narrow-gap material lies fully within
the energy range of the forbidden zone of the wide-gap material.
• Type II: (Staggered) The energy ranges of both materials are overlapping partially.
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• Type III: (Broken) There is no overlap of band gap ranges.
Type IIType I Type III
StaggeredStraddling Broken E
x
EF
EC
EV
Figure 2.4.: Heterojunction classification - Depiction of the three different types of semi-
conductor heterojunctions.
The physics of pn-junctions are discussed in depth by Peter Wu¨rfel [51]. If not differently
stated, the information given in this section and the next is taken from that reference and
for easier illustration is derived for a homojunction. Two conditions describe the junction
in thermal equilibrium with the 300 K background radiation, without an external energy
supplier.
• No charges are flowing through the junction, therefore JQ = 0 .
• The electrochemical potentials of electrons µn and holes µp are in equilibrium with
the surrounding background radiation, µn + µp = 0.
There are two driving forces, that act on the charge carriers, a diffusion and a field
force. Both of these forces can be combined into the electrochemical potentials µ and
conductivities κ, therefore the current can be written as:
JQ =
κn
qe
· grad(µn)− κhqe
· grad(µp), (2.1)
with qe, the elementary charge. From the two conditions then follows that:
JQ =
κn + κh
qe
· grad(µn) = 0. (2.2)
Since the sum of the conductivities is not equal to zero it follows that the gradients of the
electrochemical potentials (of both electron and holes) throughout the device have to be
zero. In other words this means that in equilibrium the Fermi level is flat throughout the
pn-junction. Due to the fact that different p- and n-type materials usually don’t have the
same Fermi levels a potential difference between both sides arises, as soon as contact is
made. This is the built-in voltage Vbi (as illustrated in figure 2.5), it can be understood
as follows: when contacting the neutral p and n-type materials, the difference in their
electrochemical potentials leads to a diffusion current of electrons from the n-side and
holes from the p-side, which results in a spatially fixed charge (positive on the n-side and
negative on the p-side) until the electrochemical potentials are equalized and the Fermi
level is flat throughout the junction. We can link the built-in voltage to the density of
donors from the n-side Nd and acceptors from the p-side Na [50].
Vbi = ϕn − ϕp = kBTqe
· ln
(
Nd ·Na
Ni2
)
, (2.3)
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with the intrinsic carrier density Ni=Nd+Na. The potential difference ϕ across the junc-
tion is linked to the charge distribution ρ by Poisson’s equation. Since the interface area
is much larger than the space-charge region width, this can be simplified to one dimension
div (grad(ϕ)) = d
2ϕ
dx2 = −
ρ
0r
. (2.4)
Assuming a constant and rectangular space-charge distribution on either side of the junc-
tion, the solution of this differential equation can be found, a schematic depiction of this
is shown in figure 2.5.
x
x
ρ
E
xp-xn
xSCR
0
EVac
EC
EV
EF
eVbi
Figure 2.5.: Rectangular space-charge distribution and resulting banddiagram -
Schematic of the bandbending in a pn-homojunction with a positve constant space charge
on the n-side and a negative one in the p-region, Evac is the vacuum level.
To achieve charge neutrality the sum of charges on both sides of the junctions has to
cancel each other out, therefore the width on either side can be written as:
xp =
Na
Nd
· xn. (2.5)
The total space-charge region width can be written as:
xSCR = xn + xp =
(
1 + NaNd
)
· xp. (2.6)
With the boundary condition that the electric field is zero at the edges of the space-charge
region, the potential is there equal to the respective bulk values and the charge densities
are constant, integration of Poisson’s equation yields:
xSCR =
√
20r
qe
· Na + NdNaNd ·Vbi. (2.7)
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It becomes directly apparent, that for an asymmetric pn-junction the space-charge region
extends much deeper into the lower doped side. This is usually the case for thin-film solar
cells: the n type window layer is much more highly doped than the absorber, therefore
Na << Nd. For this reason it is valid to make the assumption of a one-sided pn-junction,
which is used as the base for most capacitive measurement techniques and will be utilized
in the framework of this thesis. The equation then reads:
xSCR =
√
20r
qe
· VbiNa . (2.8)
2.3. Electrical characterization
Electrical characterization as a means of investigating solar cells offer a wide variety of
measurement methods, which allow insight into many aspects and parameters of the
finished devices. They range from very basic techniques that quantize macroscopic prop-
erties, for example current-voltage measurements, to advanced techniques, which probe
the microscopic defect distributions within the solar cell devices like thermal admittance
spectroscopy. The advantage of electrical characterization methods is, that they generally
don’t require very sophisticated or expensive equipment and can be performed under a
number of conditions namely device temperature, illumination and voltage bias, which
can be easily tuned in order to obtain the quantities to be measured. Though the mea-
surements mostly utilize rather basic tools, their evaluation and interpretation is not
always straightforward and care has to be taken in order to choose the right models and
assumptions.
2.3.1. Temperature dependent current-voltage analysis
One very basic but nonetheless important analysis technique that can be performed on a
finished device is the measurement of the current under an applied bias voltage. These
measurements result in the current-voltage (IV) curves, from which a number of essential
solar cell parameters can be extracted, namely the power conversion efficiency (η), fill
factor (FF), short-circuit current density (JSC) and open-circuit voltage (VOC). They can
be performed under different temperature and illumination conditions. For comparability
the parameters are usually extracted under an irradiance of 1000 Wm2 with an air mass 1.5
spectrum (A.M 1.5) at room temperature. This spectrum is an approximation to the sun
spectrum at ground level.
The governing equation which describes the dependence of the current density Jlight on
the applied voltage V under illumination is [52]:
Jlight (V) = J0
(
eqe
V−JlightRS
AkBT − 1
)
+ V− Jlight ·RSRSh − JSC ·Γ(V). (2.9)
This 1-diode model describes the solar cell as a diode parallel to a current generator JSC in
reverse direction and shunt resistance RSh, which represents losses over the diode. Losses
due to contacts, that occur in forward direction are represented by the series resistance
RS. It is dependant on the diode quality factor A and saturation current density J0,
which describe the underlying recombination mechanisms in the junction, as well as the
measurement temperature T. The constants qe and kB are the elementary charge and
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Boltzmann constant, respectively. A well-behaved solar cell should exhibit quality factors
below 2. If the quality factor shows a strong increase with decreasing temperatures, this
might be due to tunnelling enhanced recombination close to the interface. Furthermore,
to allow for the superposition principle to be valid (which states that the total current
density can be written as the sum of the diode and photo current densities), the last term
is given by the external collection efficiency Γ times JSC. Γ is a function of the applied
voltage and can also be illumination dependent, usually it is set to be unity at zero bias,
henceforth the photo-current term is equal to the short-circuit current density.
The basic parameters that are used to compare the performance of solar cell devices
can be directly extracted from the current voltage curves. The intersections with the axes
yield the short-circuit current density and the open-circuit voltage, so the current that
can be extracted without an applied bias and the voltage without external load. The
peak position of the product between current density and voltage is the maximum power
point Pmax, which has been illustrated in figure 2.6. With these three quantities the fill
factor can be calculated as:
FF = PmaxJSC ·VOC . (2.10)
The power conversion efficiency is then defined as the maximum power point divided by
the input power Pin:
η = FF · JSC ·VOCPin . (2.11)
The other quantities can not be extracted from the IV curves as easily. To obtainRED BLUECMYK 82-10-0-0CMYK 0-96-97-0
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Figure 2.6.: Maximum power point - Schematic to illustrate the maximum power point
and its relation to open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current density.
the values of RSh, RS, A and J0 one can fit the 1-diode equation 2.9 with programs like
ECN’s IVFit [53]. Performing IV measurements at different temperatures can yield more
information about the solar cell. From equation 2.9 the temperature behaviour of the
open-circuit voltage can be extracted, this denotes the voltage at which no current flows
through the device. By setting V = VOC equation 2.9 can be written as [52]:
VOC =
AkBT
qe
· ln
(
− VOCRSh · J0 +
JSC ·Γ(VOC)
J0
)
. (2.12)
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For a typical cell the short-circuit current density has a value that is magnitudes higher
than the factor VOCRSh , therefore the first term is neglected. Furthermore, the saturation
current shows a temperature activated behaviour, which can be described by [52]:
J0 = J00 · e−
EA,rec
AkBT , (2.13)
J00 is only weakly temperature dependent, it is called the reference current density. Plug-
ging equation 2.13 into 2.12 yields the final representation of VOC:
VOC =
EA,rec
qe
− AkBTqe
· ln
(
J00
JSC ·Γ
)
. (2.14)
Assuming A as a temperature independent quantity, one is able to deduce the activation
energy EA,rec of the main recombination pathway from the extrapolation of the open-
circuit voltage’s temperature dependence to 0 K. This quantity gives an insight to the
origin of the recombination that limits the open-circuit voltage.
For recombination within the bulk this activation energy is equal to the bandgap, as
measured from QE (see section 2.3.2). If the measured value is below Eg then the recom-
bination is taking place close to the interface between absorber and buffer.
This is due to charge carriers not recombining directly between the two bands, but over
interface defects. These defects are spread over a wide range of energies, and can trap
holes from the valence band. Once trapped they recombine from there with electrons
from the conduction band. The activation energy is reduced, since the defect is located in
the bandgap and therefore the energetic distance to the conduction band is smaller than
Eg. This has been illustrated in figure 2.7.
The graph also further illustrates the role, which the band-bending and space-charge
window
bulk
recombination
EF
spatial coordinate
en
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conduction band
valence band
buffer
EA,i
EA,b
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interface
recombination
EA,b = -   EA,i Et
Figure 2.7.: Dominant recombination pathway - If the dominant recombination lies within
the bulk of the absorber, the voltage extrapolation to 0 K (see eq. 2.14) equals the bandgap.
If however interface recombination is dominant, then EA,rec is smaller than Eg. This can be
explained by holes getting traped into interface defects at Et. Since these lie within the
bandgap, the energetic distance to recombine is smaller than the bandgap energy. Different
band-bending conditions have been indicated by the dashed and dotted lines. For steeper
bands (dashed) the effect is enhanced, while it is surppressed for a flatter profile (dotted).
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region width play on the activation energy. As the tunnelling probability decreases ex-
ponentially with the distance that has to be overcome, steeper bands (indicated by the
dashed line) enhance this effect, while a flatter band-bending in a long SCR (dotted line)
suppresses it. Coupled with the temperature behaviour of the diode quality factor and
saturation current density, one can get information about the dominant recombination
pathway, this is described en detail in [52]. Due to the freeze out of charge carriers and mo-
bility at low temperatures, there can be a strong increase in the series resistance. This is
of importance to consider, when performing admittance measurements, as the equivalent
circuit can forms a RC-resonator with a response frequency in the measurement range.
To model this behaviour the values for series and shunt resistance should be recorded at
low temperatures, this will be further elaborated on in section 2.3.3.
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IV and IVT measurement setup
In the framework of this thesis two different setups were used to measure current-voltage
curves, one for measurements at room temperature and one for the temperature depen-
dence (IVT). Figure 2.8 depicts the utilized IVT measurement setup. Both, the IV and
Cooling fan
Halogen
lamp
Shutter
Filter
wheel
Height
adjuster
Sample 
chamber
Cryo
generator
Pump
connection
contacts
Figure 2.8.: The IVT/Admittance/CV setup. - Photo of the utilized measurement setup.
The samples are mounted in the sample chamber. For IVT illumination a halogen lamp is
mounted above a shutter and cooled by a fan. The neutral density filters in the wheel and
height adjustment can be used to tune the illumination intensity. The cryo-generator cooles
the pumped sample chamber down to about 60 K.
IVT setup are equipped with a Sourcemeter to supply the voltage and collect the current
data. Illumination was done by a halogen lamp. To keep the temperature stable the lamp
was running continuously, dark measurements were then performed by shading the sam-
ples. The desired light output power can be adjusted by changing the height of the lamp,
a calibrated Si device is used as reference to achieve illumination conditions similar to AM
1.5 at 1000 Wm2 . In the IVT setup it is also possible to change the illumination intensity
by adding a filter wheel that is equipped with different neutral density filters. For the
temperature dependence the samples were mounted in a closed-cycle helium cryostat. For
measuring the cell temperature a temperature diode was glued onto the sample holder
on a 2 mm glass substrate, similar to the glass used for cell fabrication. The contacting
of the samples in the IVT setup was done by fixing a copper wire on top of the front
and back contacts with a conductive 2-component epoxy glue. Simple press contacts as
used in the room temperature setup did indeed not stay in place during cooling. The
sample is mounted in a closed-cycle helium cryostat, a cryo-generator allows to cool down
the chamber. A temperature control allows for stable temperatures, by an electric heater
underneath the sample temperatures in between 320 K and about 40 K can be reached .
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2.3.2. Quantum efficiency
Quantum efficiency measurements (QE) are a quick way to asses the light absorption and
transport characteristics of a thin-film solar cell. They can give insights into the optical
and electrical losses that limit the short-circuit current density and basic absorber proper-
ties, namely the bandgap and effective collection length. QE measurements are performed
by shining intensity modulated, monochromatic light on the device while measuring the
resulting current for each wavelength. By comparing this current to that obtained from
a calibrated diode, one is able to determine the ratio of generated charge carriers over
incident photons. This is the external quantum efficiency or EQE. By application of a
forward or reverse bias electrical losses can be enhanced or suppressed, making it possible
to distinguish them from the optical ones.
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Figure 2.9.: Optical losses of a thin-film solar cell. - Scematic drawing of the occuring
losses in a solar cell. Not all the light can be collected within the absorber, part of it is
reflected on the different interfaces, part is lost due to the shading of the opaque front
contact, another part is absorbed within the window and buffer layer and in the case of too
thin solar cells there is also the possibility that light passes through without being absorbed.
The spectra are plotted as EQE (either in percent or as a fraction) over the wavelength.
The characteristic shape can then be evaluated in regard of losses, furthermore QE mea-
surements can be used to obtain the bandgap energy of the absorber material. To do this
one can plot the EQE over photon energy and extrapolate the absorption edge on the low
energy side of the spectrum to the intersection with the energy axis. By integration of
the product of the obtained QE spectrum and the AM spectrum (or that of the lamp,
utilized in the current-voltage measurements) over the measured wavelength range one
can calculate JSC [54]. Ideally this should be the same short-circuit current density as
extracted from the current-voltage measurements. The ”American Society for Testing and
Materials” has established an array of standard spectra for differing air mass conditions
(AM spectra), which have subsequently been adapted internationally [55]. They are an
approximation to the solar spectrum which results from the absorption of light within
the earth’s atmosphere. The different numbers correspond to the thickness of a model
atmosphere, through which the light has to travel, for example AM 0 corresponds to the
solar spectrum in outer space. An air mass of 1.5 was chosen historically, as this value
approximated the mean solar radiation received in most of the United States [55], it is also
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the spectrum utilized in this work, since it has been established as a widely used standard.
Typical loss mechanisms [54], which can affect the QE yield are described in the fol-
lowing and illustrated in figure 2.9. All the losses occur at different parts of the solar
cell structure, which is described in detail in section 3.2. The first loss is shading from
the Al:Ni grid, it reduces the quantum efficiency uniformly over the whole spectral range.
From the ratio of shaded to active area one can determine the transmittance Tg past the
grid. This shading only plays a role in current-voltage measurements, because in the QE
setup that was used in the framework of this thesis the spot size of the incident light
is smaller than the space between the lines of the front contact, thus there are no grid
losses. In general it is dependent on the solar cell design itself and grid size has to be
optimized to allow for maximum charge extraction while minimizing the covered area.
The reflection Rf from the interfaces between materials of different refractive indices is
the next optical loss. Anti-reflective coatings are used in high efficiency devices to reduce
these losses. Absorbance of the window Aw and buffer Ab further lowers the JSC, the
onset of the bandgaps of ZnO and CdS are visible on the short wavelength side of the
QE. At around 500 nm the absorption in the CdS begins. Due to the small thickness of
this layer, part of the higher energy light can still pass and be converted to electron-hole
pairs, the reduction is exponential with buffer thickness according to the Beer-Lambert
law. This thickness should be as small as possible, without sacrificing junction quality.
Below around 400 nm the QE rapidly drops to zero, because the light gets fully absorbed
in the ZnO window. This layer also has a sizeable absorption in the near infrared region
above 900 nm, due to free carriers. If the layer is not very thick or the absorption coeffi-
cient α of the layer is rather small, also incomplete absorption in the absorber layer can
reduce the QE. Spectral absorbance and reflectance measurements can be used to obtain
Aw, Ab, α and Rf for the different materials. The last loss mechanism is due to the
limited collection length of minority charge carriers. A short space-charge region width
or low carrier lifetime within the absorber can lead to recombination of charge carriers
before extraction. This electrical loss can be reduced in measurements by application of
a reverse bias. Factoring in all the optical losses one is able to determine the internal
quantum efficiency or IQE after formula 2.15:
EQE (λ,V, J) = Tg · [1−Rf (λ)] [1−Aw (λ)] [1−Ab (λ)]
· IQE (λ,V, J) ·Γ (λ,V, J) . (2.15)
The external collection efficiency (or gain-function) Γ (λ,V, J) describes a factor that
depends on the illumination and bias conditions during the measurement. Usually this
factor can be set to unity, if the measurement isn’t strongly biased either through an
applied voltage or lighting [54]. If all these parameters are known for the whole spectral
range one is able to calculate IQE and subsequently the effective collection length Leff [56],
which is an important measure of the transport properties of the absorber:
IQE (λ,V) ∼= 1− e
α(λ) · xSCR(V)
α (λ) Leff + 1
. (2.16)
The space-charge region width xSCR can be obtained from capacitance-voltage measure-
ments. This approximation is only valid for absorbers thick enough to fully absorb the
incident light, with complete collection within the space-charge region and if all carriers
generated in the neutral bulk can diffuse to the depletion edge [54].
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QE measurement setup
The setup is composed of two light sources a Xenon and a quartz halogen lamp, which
provide different parts of the spectrum. They are shining through a monochrometer and
the resulting monochromatic light is then modulated by chopper wheel and directed on
the sample. The illuminated area is a spot of about 2 mm diameter. The sample itself is
electrically connected by press-contacts at both the front and the back. The small signal
of the light-induced current is amplified by a potentiostat and then measured by a lock-in
amplifier, which is tuned to the modulation frequency of the chopper wheel. Also a DC
bias can be applied to the solar cell. Two calibrated devices, an InGaAs and a Si diode,
provide the current reference at each wavelength to convert the measured light-induced
of the device into EQE.
2.3.3. Admittance spectroscopy
Admittance spectroscopy is a method to measure the response of a sample under appli-
cation of a small AC bias as a function of test frequency ω and sample temperature T.
In the case of semiconductor junctions this can be used to study defects in the structure,
either on interfaces or in the bulk. A defect crossing the Fermi level can be filled with or
depleted of charge carriers. Through its response behaviour with a change of temperature
it becomes possible to measure its energetic distance to the band, while its frequency
dependence gives insight into its capture/emission rates. The contribution of deep traps
to the admittance is outlined in detail in chapter 9.4 of [57], the derivation shown there
will be sketched in the following.
The physical quantity admittance Y (eq. 2.17), describes how current flows through a
circuit under an oscillating voltage. It can be separated in an in-phase current component,
the conductance G(ω) and an out-of-phase part the susceptance S(ω), which is related to
the capacitance as C(ω) = S(ω)
ω
.
Y(ω) = G(ω) + iS(ω) (2.17)
A small alternating voltage (VAC) is applied to the junction, which periodically steepens
(in reverse bias) and then flattens (under forward bias) the bands.
This results in charge carriers moving into or away from the depletion region, effectively
shortening or increasing it, the resulting current is given by eq. 2.18. In the case of a
p-type absorber layer, like CIS, the charge carriers in question are holes, which can be
trapped at shallow acceptors or deep defects:
J(t) = ddtδqa(t) +
d
dtδqt(t). (2.18)
The different terms are due to the storing of charge carriers in the shallow acceptors δqa(t)
and deep trap states δqt(t) or emission from them. The admittance can be derived by
expressing J(t) in terms of the AC voltage VAC(t) = V0 · exp(iωt). At the edge of the
space-charge region the holes on the shallow acceptors can react basically instantaneously
to the modulation due to their high capture/emission rates. Therefore the change of the
acceptor charge is given by:
δqa(t) = qeNa(xSCR)δxSCR(t). (2.19)
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This is not the case for the deep traps, whose response is highly dependent on their rates,
generally their charge response can be written as:
δqt(t) = qe
∫ xSCR
0
δNp(x, t)dx. (2.20)
The variable δNp(x, t) is the deviation of trapped holes from the steady state value at the
point where the trap crosses the Fermi level. The density of free carriers can be written
as:
N(x, t) = N0(x, t) + δN(x, t), (2.21)
with N0(x, t) being the equilibrium distribution of holes in the depletion region. Under
the assumption of a small oscillating voltage at a depth x (qeV(x, t)/kBT << 1), the
change in hole density δn(x, t) is given by:
δN(x, t) = N0(x) · qeV(x, t)kBT . (2.22)
This is equal to an instantaneous response of the shallow acceptors to the local potential
change. For the deep defects the same mechanism drives the trapped charges, however
due to their hole capture ch and emission coefficients eh their response is delayed. The
capture rate c˜h is equal to the product of the thermal velocity of the holes vth and the
capture cross section of the trap σt. Therefore if the defects can respond fast enough, the
quasi-static distribution that describes the hole occupation of the traps is given by the
rate equation:
∂
∂tδNp(x, t) = c˜hN(x, t) · [Nt − Np(x, t)]− ehNp(x, t). (2.23)
One can easily see, while the capture term of the equation is limited by the number of
free holes times the unoccupied trap states, the emission is only limited by the number of
occupied traps. This is due to the higher density of states in the valence band compared
to that of a defect, therefore a hole can always be emitted to the band, but for a capture
process to occur, always both, a free hole and an unoccupied trap are needed. In steady
state conditions the time derivative of the equation is zero and the capture and emission
rate balance each other:
c˜hN0(x) · [Nt − Np, 0(x)] = ehNp, 0(x). (2.24)
Now with the expression for the free carrier density (eq. 2.21) and the response frequency
f0 = c˜hN0(x) + eh = ch(x) + eh the local response of δNp(x, t) to an external modulation
δN(x, t) can be approximated as:
∂
∂tδNp(x, t) = −f0(x)δNp(x, t) + c˜h · [Nt − Np, 0(x)]δN(x, t). (2.25)
For high frequencies f0(x) the response is instantaneous and a quasi-static distribution
can be derived, under the condition that f0(x)δNp(x, t) >> ∂∂tδNp(x, t):
δNp, 0(x, t) =
c˜hδN(x, t)
c˜hN0(x) + eh
· [Nt − Np, 0(x)] (2.26)
The next step is to derive the external modulation as a function of the applied voltage.
Through Poisson’s equation the charge distribution and external voltage are related by:
V(t) = 1
r0
· [xSCRδqa(t) + x˜tδqt(t)]. (2.27)
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The band-bending at a depth x within the space-charge region depends on the outer
applied voltage and the charge within the interval between x and the depletion edge.
The contribution of the donors δqa(t) is spread out over δx at xSCR, while the charge
contribution of the traps is located at x˜t. It follows:
V(x, t) = 1
r0
(xSCR − x)δqa(t) + Vt(x, t). (2.28)
Now by assuming:
• The trap energy crosses the Fermi level at a fixed depth within the junction, that
is to say x˜t(t) is constant in time
• Capture and emission rates are the same, therefore f0(x) = 2eh = f0
• There is only a small potential drop due to δNp(x, t) at x˜t(t), Vt(x, t) will thus be
neglected.
With this, eq. 2.27 can be inserted into eq. 2.28, yielding the expression for V(x˜t, t):
V(x˜t, t) =
1
r0
xSCR − x˜t
xSCR
· [r0VAC(t)− x˜tδqt(t)]. (2.29)
Through these assumptions δNp(x, t) becomes independent of x, all traps respond in-
stantaneously with the same f0, with the same free hole density N(x˜t(t), t) therefore the
change in charge is given by δqt(t) = qeNtδx at low frequencies. Utilizing this, a differ-
ential expression for δqt(t) can be found after substituting eq. 2.28 into eq. 2.25, one
receives:
∂
∂tδqt(t) = −fcritδqt(t) + gtVAC(t)
with fcrit = f0
[
1 + x˜txSCR
Nt
Na
]
and gt = f0
r0
xSCR
Nt
Na
.
(2.30)
The solution to this differential equation is given by:
δqt(t) =
gt
fcrit + iω
V0eiωt. (2.31)
Now all the parts are in place to derive the complex admittance as J(t)/VAC(t). For this,
equation 2.18 is divided by eq. 2.27 and eq. 2.31 can be substituted in, to yield:
Y(ω) =
(
1− x˜txSCR
)
ω2gt
fcrit2 + ω2
+iω
[
r0
xSCR
+
(
1− x˜txSCR
) fcrit · gt
fcrit2 + ω2
]
.
(2.32)
The resulting capacitance is the imaginary part of the admittance:
C(ω) = r0xSCR
+
(
1− x˜txSCR
) fcrit · gt
fcrit2 + ω2
, (2.33)
it is easily visible that for high measurement frequencies, the capacitance drops down to
Cscr = r0/xSCR, while for decreasing frequencies there is a step to higher capacitance
values by ∆C, with
∆C = gtfcrit
+
(
1− x˜txSCR
)
. (2.34)
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The critical frequency fcrit between the high and low capacitance values denotes the re-
sponse frequency of the measured defect. Within the measured admittance spectra fcrit
is marked by the inflection point of the capacitance drop at a given temperature. With
this it is possible to derive the defects’ activation energy EA, if the defects’ temperature
dependence is taken into account. In the quasi-static case the defect emits and captures
holes at an equal rate, therefore 2 · fcrit can be written as the sum of ch and eh. Utilizing
eq. 2.24 and the Fermi-Dirac distribution, which gives the densities of charge carriers in
the band and at the trap, the frequency dependence on the position of the defect in the
forbidden gap can be written as:
fcrit = ν0 · exp
(
− EAkBT
)
. (2.35)
The variable ν0 denotes the attempt-to-escape frequency, which is the product of the
holes’ vth, the defects’ capture crosssection σp and the effective density of states in the
valence band NV. The quantities vth and NV are both temperature dependent, therefore
often the thermal pre-factor ξ0 is introduced. With the proportionalities vth ∝ T1/2 and
NV ∝ T3/2 the attempt-to-escape frequency can be written as ν0 = ξ0 ·T2 and the final
temperature dependence of the defect is:
ln
(
fcrit
T2
)
= ln(ξ0)− EAkB ·
1
T . (2.36)
This is an activated behaviour, which is described by an Arrhenius law:
ln(r) = ln(r0) +
EA
kBT
. (2.37)
Therefore a plot of ln
(
fcrit
T2
)
over 1T yields the defects activation energy.
Modelling the density of states
Evaluation with the Arrhenius plot is a quick way of deducing the activation energy of a
capacitance response in admittance measurements, but this is a simplified picture. A real
defect is not characterized by a discrete energy level alone, but rather by a distribution of
energies, this is illustrated in figure 2.10 with a distribution containing three signals. A
deep trap can be approximated by a Gaussian profile, while the Arrhenius plot just returns
the energy of it’s maximum, the defect density of states(DOS) is intersected at different
positions throughout the SCR. Walter et al. [58] derived a method of reconstructing the
DOS for a given defect distribution from admittance measurements.
Equation 2.35 calculates the frequency, up to which a defect of a given energy depth can
respond to the AC signal. However, by rearranging one can switch to a representation
of the threshold in energy, up to which traps are able respond to a certain frequency. A
change of the parameters for the activation energy EA → Eω, and fcrit → ω accounts for
the function of energy now being dependent on the frequency. Furthermore to include
the weak T2 temperature dependence of deep traps the attempt-to-escape frequency ν0 is
again replaced with the thermal pre-factor ξ0. From this one receives:
Eω = kBT · ln
(
2 · ξ0 ·T2
ω
)
. (2.38)
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Figure 2.10.: Distribution of defects within the bandgap. - Schematic drawing of a
defect distribution in the absorber layer. It is assumed, that the defect distribution is spatially
homogenous, as indicated by the repetetion of the same defect shape at various positions
throughout the junction. If this is the case, the distribution Nt(Eω) can be reproduced as
a function Nt(x) of the probing depth within the SCR. The same defect density is drawn in
the inlay (albeit mirrored) to illustrate this relation.
This is the energy axis of the Walter analysis. As illustrated in figure 2.10, the DOS
as a function in space can be substituted by a DOS in dependence of Eω. Since the
capacitance contribution is proportional to the integration over all defects that cross the
majority Fermi level EFp in the space-charge region, it can also be expressed as an integral
over the DOS energy. From taking the derivative on both sides of the expression, the DOS
can be calculated as a function of the Walter energy axis Eω and the derivative of the
capacitance dCdω [58]:
Nt(Eω) = − 2(Vbi − Vapp)
3/2
xSCR
√qe
√
Eω − EFp
· ωkBT ·
dC
dω (2.39)
From this it becomes apparent, that the measurement can probe Nt(Eω) via the differential
change of the capacitance with frequency dCdω at a given temperature. Vapp denotes an
externally applied bias voltage, under standard measurement conditions it is zero. Since
the Fermi level probes the same defect density within a range of temperatures, one is
able to reconstruct the DOS by overlaying the calculated densities in this temperature
range. Except for the bulk quasi-Fermi level EFp and the thermal pre-factor all necessary
parameters are known or can be measured with supplementary techniques. Namely CV
measurements, which will be described later in section 2.3.6 deliver the space-charge
region and built-in voltage. The bulk quasi-Fermi level denotes the lower boundary, of
the probing range, which is accessible to the measurement. This becomes directly clear
from figure 2.10, as no crossing can occur below this value. Since it is the boundary
condition, an educated guess is sufficient to approximate a value, where the fitting should
be cut off. Lastly a starting value for the thermal pre-factor can be taken from the
Arrhenius-plot. However, one still has to take care and compare multiple temperature
curves. In the temperature range, where the defect step appears in the admittance spectra,
the measurement probes the same DOS. Therefore all curves should line up and form the
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same shape, however if the value of the thermal pre-factor was not chosen correctly (or
differs from the value from Arrhenius), one has to adjust this value (and by this the
energy axis Eω) until they do line up. This is then the correct thermal pre-factor for this
certain distribution. If more than one defect responses are visible within the spectrum,
a different thermal pre-factor has to be chosen for each temperature interval, separately.
This means, since distinct defects are characterized by different thermal pre-factor, one
can not find a continuous energy axis for the whole measurement. To extract the defect
parameters, namely the peak energy position EA, defect density as area under the curve
Nt and full-width-at-half-maximum wFWHM, the data can than be fitted with a Gaussian
curve. In the utilized representation the Gaussian can be written as:
Nt(Eω, ξ0) =
Nte
− 4ln(2)(Eω−EA)2wFWHM2
wFWHM
√
pi
4ln(2)
. (2.40)
Note the difference between Nt(Eω, ξ0) as the function describing the Gaussian DOS of
a certain defect density at a fixed thermal pre-factor and Nt as a scalar quantity, the
measure of total integrated defect density of that defect.
Admittance setupRED BLUE
CMYK 82-10-0-0CMYK 0-96-97-0
GREY
CMYK 10-4-9-70
Trap Gr en
CMYK 89-11-98-46
RSh
CSCR
Figure 2.11.: Equivalent circuit model - Simple model for for Cp-G measurement mode
consisting of the capacitance of the pn-junction in parrallel to a shunt conductance.
The measurement setup for admittance measurements is described in section 2.3.1.
The only difference is, that instead of a Sourcemeter, an LCR-Meter is used to measure
admittance curves. Capacitance is measured in parallel to a conductance (Cp-G mode,
G=RSh-1), the equivalent circuit is pictured in figure 2.11. Measurements were performed
in the dark, in the temperature range of 320 K down to 40 K in 10 K-steps, as measured
by the sensor in the cryostat. Sample temperatures deviated therefore slightly and where
measured by a second diode close to the cell. The small AC test bias voltage was 30 mV
and frequencies were varied in between 100 Hz and 106 Hz.
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2.3.4. Non-defect related capacitance responses
The previous section showed the theoretical background of thermal admittance spec-
troscopy as a tool for the characterization of deep traps in a one-sided pn-junction. How-
ever there are other effects and device characteristics that can produce a similar step in
the capacitance spectrum. Different kinds of such phenomena and potential methods to
discriminate between them will be discussed in the following.
Interface defects
The growth of two different materials on top of each other is almost never perfect and
a number of different causes can lead to electrically active defects in this region. Lat-
tice mismatch, differences in bond strength, vacancies due to chemical etching before
growth, inter-diffusion to name a few, can all lead to a continuum of states throughout
the bandgap. Defects that are localized spatially at the interface but distributed contin-
uously in energy, will intersect with the Fermi level close to the heterointerface, for all
temperature and bias conditions.
Therefore they can always contribute to the capacitance and produce a step, dependent
on their critical frequency similar to a deep trap [59]. The measured activation energy is
then dependant on the position of the Fermi level in the bandgap, contrarily to a deep
trap, whose position in the band is fixed. Therefore a shift in the Fermi level will only
affect the measured energy of the interface defect, but not of the deep defect. Applying
a reverse DC bias (or illumination) can be used to decrease the Fermi level EF by an
amount equal to applied bias times the elemental charge qVapp.
To discriminate interface and deep defects, TAS can be conducted under different ex-
ternal bias conditions. A step with a shifting activation energy can then be attributed
to interface states [59]. However the reverse conclusion is not true, if the Fermi level is
pinned at the interface, it will be stable regardless of applied bias. Therefore, one can
not always directly make a distinction between interface and bulk states from admittance
measurements. In some cases, a change in the sample structure, which only affects the
heterointerface can help. For example air annealing has been employed to change the
defect density at the interface, which could be used to identify an interface state, which
did not shift with bias [60].
Carrier freeze-out
If the temperature of a semiconductor is decreased, there is also less thermal energy
available for the charge carriers to be re-emitted into the bands. Therefore the number of
free carriers in the band gets smaller with decreasing temperature [61]. This will also result
in a capacitance step and will usually be the last step in the admittance spectrum. The
exception being, if transport is still possible through variable range hopping, in that case
the carrier freeze out step will be followed by a mobility freeze-out, which will be discussed
in the following. Otherwise its high frequency value is the geometrical capacitance Cgeo,
without free carriers the absorber will act as a dielectric similar to a plate capacitor:
Cgeo =
r0
dabs
. (2.41)
Due the lower free-carrier concentration in the bands, conductivity of the absorber layer
will be decreased. Therefore a carrier-freeze-out will result in a rapidly growing series
resistance.
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Mobility freeze-out
The standard evaluation of TAS measurements, as described in chapter 2.3.3 assumes that
the capture and emission process of holes is not limited by transport. However at lower
temperatures, charge carriers might not have enough thermal energy to occupy the bands,
but still be mobile. In disordered semiconductors, charge carriers can move through tail
states by thermally activated hopping transitions [62], which is characterized by a decrease
of carrier mobility. This has been shown to occur in CIGS by Schmitt et al. [63], who
found the conductivity pathway shift to variable range hopping at temperatures below
200 K.
This change of the conduction process, the mobility freeze-out, can result in a capacitance
step [64]. In that case, the critical frequency is no longer governed only by the hole
emission rate, but rather the sum of the time constants of the capture/emission process
τh, diffusion τdi and drift τdr of holes, both of which depend on µp. Cycling of the small
AC measurement voltage results in a drift current of holes moving away from the junction
during reverse voltage and diffusing back under forward bias. The first one is governed
by the mean electric field E and the drift length Ldr, following the relation τdr ≈ LdrµpE .
The second one is usually derived from the Einstein relation for the diffusion constant
D = µpkBTqe .
With the diffusion length Ldi it can then be written as: τdi ≈ qeLdi2µpkBT , However as shown
in the cited work [62], this is not valid at decreased temperatures, where the relation
between D and µp becomes temperature independent. In that case the carriers can follow
the measurement signal only up to a critical frequency fcrit = 2piτdi+τdr , again producing a
drop in the capacitance spectrum. However the temperature behaviour of this step is not
the same as that of a deep defect, resulting in a curved Arrhenius, when performing the
standard evaluation for TAS. This curving has been found in CIGS and was explained by
thermally assisted tunnelling [65].
To remove this curvature, the right temperature dependence has to be derived from the
diffusion constant, which is equal to xH2 · PH [66], with the parameters xH for the range
and PH the corresponding probability of a hopping event. From Mott’s law [67], one
can derive the temperature proportionality for both variables, yielding xH ∝ T-1/4 and PH
∝ exp
(
T-1/4
)
. Therefore the Arrhenius evaluation can be replaced by plotting ln
(
fcritT1/2
)
over T-1/4, which then should yield a straight line. If a mobility freeze-out occurs, in the
sense that hopping conduction remains as a transport channel, it will form the lowest
temperature step in the capacitance, below the carrier freeze-out response. In that case
it will go down towards Cgeo.
Thermally activated series resistance
Since the sheet resistance of semiconductor layer is anti proportional to both the free
carrier concentration and their respective mobilities [50], it is directly apparent that both,
mobility and carrier freeze-out directly result in an increase of the series resistance of the
solar cell at low temperatures. In this case the describing the device via an equivalent
circuit of just a capacitor in parallel to a shunt resistor is not valid anymore. The new
situation can be described by including a second resistor which is connected in serial to
both the capacitor and shunt resistor [68]. However this new circuit has to be included
into the evaluation, since the measurement setup still utilizes the Cp-G mode.
If the values of serial RS and shunt RSh resistance are known, the capacitance response of
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Figure 2.12.: Equivalent circuits for admittance measurements - a) shows an equivalent
circuit as utilized for evaluation of the measured admittance in Cp-G mode, b) shows the
circuit with an added resistance in series to the junction.
the equivalent circuit can be calculated from the measured value Cm using [68]:
Cm(f) =
C(
1 + RSRSh
)2
+ (2pif)2(RSC)2
. (2.42)
Usually a solar cell device is characterized by a very small series resistance and a rea-
sonably high shunt, in that case it is directly visible that Cm = C for low measurement
frequencies. Only at high frequencies the second term in the denominator becomes sig-
nificant and Cm is reduced by a factor of ((2pif)2(RSC)2)-1. An estimate for a critical
frequency can be made for a model solar cell with a high series resistance and capaci-
tance. Values of series resistance = 1Ω and C = 100 nF, which are higher than the values
of all presented samples, still deliver a time constant of 10-7s surpassing the measurement
range of 1 MHz by an order of magnitude. However if the series resistance is thermally
activated, e.g. as in the case of a freeze-out, RSRSh also becomes significant. In that case C
is reduced at low frequencies due to the first term of the denominator, but also the critical
frequency shifts into the measurement range, resulting in a step towards high frequencies.
IVT measurements can be employed in order to measure the temperature behaviour of
series and shunt resistance. From the calculation of the capacitance response as a function
of the resistances one can then deduce the cut-off frequency, where the measurement is
dominated by the series resistance [69].
Barrier at the back-contact
Contacting a semiconductor and a metal does not always yield an ohmic contact. Depend-
ing on the work functions of both materials, a potential barrier can form at the interface,
this Schottky contact [70] results in a second SCR forming additionally to the pn-junction.
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Figure 2.13.: Equivalent circuits for a pn-junction with a back contact barrier - A
Schottky barrier at the back contact (bc) leads to the formation of a second space-charge
region in series with pn-junction (pn). Both can be characterized by a capacitor and parallel
resistance.
This second junction is oriented opposite to the primary pn-junction and blocks the DC
current. In AC conditions this can be modelled by an equivalent circuit as illustrated in
figure 2.13 [71]. Additionally to the RC element of the primary junction (labelled pn in
the illustration) a second RC element is added in series with the first (labelled bc). The
total capacitance of the resulting circuit can be written as [72]:
C =
Cscr,bc
RSh,pn2 +
Cscr,pn
RSh,bc2 + ω
2Cscr,bcCscr,pn (Cscr,bc + Cscr,pn)(
1
RSh,bc +
1
RSh,pn
)
+ ω2 (Cscr,bc + Cscr,pn)
. (2.43)
Two different cases can be distinguished, the high and low frequency capacitance response:
Chf =
Cscr,bcCscr,pn
Cscr,bc + Cscr,pn
(2.44)
If the AC frequency is high, the whole circuit acts as a serial connection of the two
capacitors, while at low AC frequency it is not limited by the back contact and only the
primary junction responds:
Clf = Cscr,pn. (2.45)
As with defects, the transition between low and high frequency values is marked by a
critical frequency fcrit. From the temperature dependence of this, an activation energy
can be extracted corresponds to the barrier height of the Schottky contact.
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2.3.5. The Meyer-Neldel rule
The huge spread in activation energy and thermal pre-factor, that is usually observed in
electrical defect measurements is often explained by the Meyer-Neldel (MN) law [73]:
ln(r0) = ln(r00) +
EA
kBTiso
. (2.46)
This behaviour can be found in activated processes that are related to each other by an
isokinetic temperature Tiso and a constant r00. These processes all exhibit a characteristic
value of r0 at T = Tiso. One explanation that is commonly found relies on the so-called
multi-excitation entropy (MEE). The argument [74] [75] for this will be discussed in the
following, starting out by considering the actual quantity which is measured in thermally
activated measurements versus the quantity that is supposed to be measured. The ener-
getic distance of the level to its corresponding band is what is seen as the activation energy
EA. Thermodynamically this is an inner energy U , it is the quantity that is supposed to
be determined. But the energy value that is actually measured macroscopically is not the
inner energy, but the Gibbs free energy G [76]:
G = U + pV − TS. (2.47)
If the measurement is performed with no change in pressure p, volume V or entropy,
only then the inner energy is equal to the Gibbs free energy. But this is usually not
the case. In the common explanation [74, 75] of the MN behaviour in electrical defect
measurements it is assumed that pV = 0, meaning there is neither a pressure nor a
volume change involved, which doesn’t have to be the case. Following through with this
assumption the quantity that is measured will be set to G = EA−TS. As for the entropy
term: the way how admittance measurements work has been described in the previous
section (2.3.3), for a trap to be able to respond to the AC measurement signal it has to
be periodically emptied of charge carriers. For example a trap which interacts with the
valence band has to be emptied of its hole. As stated previously, this is an activated
process that follows the Arrhenius behaviour, see eq. 2.36. The hole has to overcome
the associated energy barrier EA by thermal excitation. In the case of deep defects the
phonon energy Eph is usually much smaller than this barrier. Therefore the number of
excitations Nx,n = EA~ωph can be large. This leads to an increase of possible ways how
this energy can be supplied and therefore a number of microscopic states W , which the
system can pass through along the way. And this is the reason entropy now enters into
the equation, as it is defined by the logarithm of this number of states: S = kB · ln(W).
We can express W in terms of the number of necessary excitations Nx,n out of all the
possible excitations within the interaction volume Nx,i. With the Stirling approximation
and the assumption that there are a lot more available excitations within the interaction
volume than necessary, the equation simplifies to 2.48:
S = kB · ln
( Nx,i!
Nx,n!(Nx,i −Nx,n)!
)
Stirling=⇒ kB · Nx,n · ln
(Nx,i
Nx,n
)
Nx,i»Nx,n=⇒ kBEA
~ωph
· ln(Nx,i).
(2.48)
In chemistry there is a well-known Arrhenius-like equation, which instead of the inner
energy uses the Gibbs free energy, this is the Eyring [77] equation:
r = kBT
h
· exp
(
− GkBT
)
= kBT
h
· exp
(
− SkB
)
· exp
(
− EAkBT
)
. (2.49)
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This equation describes the rate r of a chemical reaction, which has to pass through
a transition state, described by an energy barrier that the reactants have to overcome.
Utilizing formula 2.48 for the multi-excitation entropy in 2.47 the Eyring equation reads:
r = kBT
h
· exp
(
EA
~ωph
· ln(Nx,i)
)
· exp
(
− EAkBT
)
. (2.50)
From this equation it is apparent that if the condition EA~ωph · ln(Nx,i) =
EA
kBT is fulfilled, then
the reaction rate becomes a constant. In the context of traps within a semiconductor this
means that there is a temperature, at which all traps would capture and emit carriers at
the same rate, independent of their position within the band gap. This can be identified as
the isokinetic temperature Tiso as already used in the MN law. Therefore by substituting
ln(Nx,i)
~ωph
for (kBTiso)-1, we find that the capture/emission process is governed by the MN
behaviour, following the equation:
ln(r) = ln
(
kBT
h
· exp
(
− EAkBT
))
+ EAkBTiso
. (2.51)
From this it becomes apparent, that by introducing entropy from multiple excitations that
are necessary to overcome the energy barrier, a behaviour which can be described by a MN-
type equation arises. It can be followed that entropy has to be taken into account, when
evaluating electrical measurements that are dependent on thermal activation processes.
By looking at the definition of Tiso and the entropy (eq. 2.48) an expression which links
the entropy to the isokinetic temperature can be found [78]:
Tiso =
~ωph
ln(Nx,i) · kB =
EA
S . (2.52)
It becomes apparent, that this term governs the slope of eq. 2.51, therefore in an entropy
free measurement the rate is no longer dependant on the activation energy. This implies
for the application of the MN graphs that are shown in this work, that it is possible to
give one thermal prefactor ξ00 for defects on the same MN-line, by simply taking the
y-intersect of the linear fit. On the other hand this also implies, that while the electrical
measurements show a MN-behaviour which can be relatively simply explained by multi-
excitation entropy, this only affects the thermal prefactor of a given measurement. This is
not an explanation for the huge spread in the measured activation energy of a single defect.
It is possible however, that the explanation for this can be found in the pressure and
volume. As previously stated the term pV is usually set to zero. But this is not necessary
the case, the possibility of grid relaxations during the activation process could mean a
difference in pressure and volume of a given defect distribution, this is particularly the
case for deep defects. Which in turn could affect the effective barrier heights and therefore
the number of needed excitations resulting in multi-excitation entropy and the observed
behaviour. It is questionable however if these could account for the differences in the range
of ≈ 100 meV. Unfortunately in the framework of this thesis it is not possible to measure
or calculate the energy of grid relaxation processes, therefore no conclusive answer on the
origin of the activation energy-spread can be given nor found in the literature.
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2.3.6. Capacitance-voltage measurements
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Figure 2.14.: Schematic of a one-sided np-junction. - Under the assumption that the
doping of the window layer is orders of magnitude higher than in the absorber, all the
band-bending takes place on the p-side. (Simplified representation, without buffer layer.)
With capacitance-voltage (CV) measurements it is possible to measure the free carrier
concentration NCV and built-in voltage Vbi of solar cells. From these other important
properties, like the space-charge region capacitance Cscr and xSCR, can be calculated. The
capacitance density of a one-sided pn-junction under an external bias Vapp can be written
as [57]:
C =
√√√√ r0qeNCV
2(Vbi − Vapp − kBTqe )
. (2.53)
The thermal term kBTqe can be neglected, as it is usually way smaller than the built-in
voltage, which is defined as the sum of all band-bendings within the junction (depicted
in figure 2.14). At zero applied bias this formula then results in the space-charge region
capacitance:
Cscr =
√
r0qeNCV
2Vbi
(2.54)
One can rewrite 2.53 as a function of C-2 to get a linear function of the applied voltage:
C-2 = 2(Vbi − Vapp)
r0qeNCV
. (2.55)
From this it becomes easily apparent that a plot of the inverse of the measured capacitance
squared over the applied voltage yields a straight line with the slope proportional to NCV-1
and intersect with the abscissa at Vbi. Under the right measurement conditions the value
of NCV can be equal to the shallow acceptor density Na of the p-type absorber. But if
there are deep traps within the absorber layer, one has to take care to exclude their effect
on the measurement.
As previously covered (see sec. 2.3.3), deep defects can contribute to the capacitance, if
they cross the Fermi level within the space-charge region and if the measurement frequency
does not exceed their capture/emission rate (see eq. 2.35). If those two criteria are met,
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the measured free carrier density is not the doping, but either at low frequencies the sum
of the shallow and deep defects’ densities Na + Nt or at higher frequencies a value higher
then the doping, but lower then the sum [79]. The threshold in between high and low
frequency is marked by the emission rate of the trap.
As shown in figure 2.15, this not only yields a wrong measurement of the doping, but also
external bias Vapp
-2capacitance
0
Vbi
-2Cscr
influenced by
deep defects
only doping
-1̴N
a
-1
̴(N +N )a t
Figure 2.15.: Influence of deep defects on CV measurements - Schematic depiction
of a typical Mott-Schottky-plot. In reverse and small forward biases (visualized by red
measurement points) the deep defects can be charged and contribute to the capacitance.
Therefore the resulting carrier density NCV as extracted from the slope is proportional to
Nt + Na. Under a sufficient forward bias (blue measurement points) they do not intersect
the Fermi level and the measured density from the slope is equal to the number of shallow
acceptors, therefore the doping density.
leads to an non-physically high value of the built-in voltage. Now there is a possibility
to alleviate the influence of deep defects on the measurement, it is possible to negate the
trap influence through the right biasing conditions, as is depicted in figure 2.16.
Under reverse and no bias, there is a strong band-bending and the defect level always
crosses the Fermi level within the space-charge region, the slope of the Mott-Schottky-
plot is anti proportional to NCV = Na+Nt and the intersect with the abscissa is higher than
the true built-in voltage. By application of a forward bias the bands are flattened until
the point where the defect is not crossed by the majority Fermi level EFp anymore. We
can measure the true doping density and built-in voltage. In the evaluation this manifests
as two linear behaviours that are visible within the Mott-Schottky-plot. First in reverse
bias a rather low slope, associated with a high effective doping density, extrapolation
yields a large voltage intercept. Going to zero and forward bias, there is a kink in the
data towards a higher slope. Depending on both the position of the majority Fermi level
and defect within the bandgap this can require a larger or smaller external bias, therefore
the kink can occur at any bias position, not just for Vapp = 0, even multiple kinks can
be observed if different defect are crossed within the range of bias variation. Fitting the
higher slope gives the correct doping and built-in voltage. In even further forward biases
the curve deviates from a linear plot again. This is due to the conductivity of the sample,
at sufficiently large biases the current will increase and overload the LCR meter. This is
characterized by a sharp drop of the measured phase angle θm. Values of θm are deemed
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Figure 2.16.: Schematic drawings of p-type absorber in the dark with a deep hole
trap. - Depiction of the p-side absorber (a) with no bias (b) under an external bias in
forward direction. Under a forward bias the bands are flattened, resulting in the trap level
Et not crossing EFp and therefore a reduction of NCV.
unreliable below 20◦ [68] and data points have to be disregarded.
CV measurement setup
Capacitance-voltage measurements are performed within the same setup as admittance
measurements, utilizing the same LCR meter, usually at room temperature and with a
small test voltage of 30 mV. The bias range if not stated differently is usually varied from
−1.0 V to 1.5 V in 50 mV steps at frequencies of 101 Hz - 106 Hz in steps of one order of
magnitude. To prevent hysteresis effects, the wait time after a DC bias change was set
to at least 1 s. The utilized LCR-meter has a rather small current limitation, therefore
cells were cut in smaller pieces to prevent overload through the combined AC and DC
currents. Contacting of the front and back contacts was performed by glueing or if only
measured at room temperature via press contacts.
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SAMPLE GROWTH AND PREPARATION
This chapter covers the fabrication process as performed to produce the CuInSe2 samples
studied in this work. Starting with a general description of the setup and procedures,
which were employed to evaporate elemental copper, indium and selenium in order to form
the absorber layers. A special attention is paid to describe this step in detail as the growth
was part of the workload within the framework of this thesis and the electrical properties
of the CIS material is the main focus of this study. Two different deposition approaches
are described, the single stage process, during which all elements are evaporated at the
same time, and the three stage process, which is distinguished by the successive deposition
of In-Se and Cu-Se.
The section describes the preparation of these absorbers into solar cells and their final
structure. Not only the structure itself, but also the deposition method of each layer can
have an influence on solar cell performance and characterization. A short discussion of
the chosen materials and methods is included here to give a complete description of the
presented samples.
The final section describes a further treatment, that some of the studied samples were
subjected to in order to improve their performance. Furthermore this treatment yields
a special sample geometry, which can help to interpret some particular features of the
electrical measurements, that are the main subject of this thesis.
3.1. Co-evaporation of CuInSe2 absorbers
The Cu-rich samples were grown via a single stage co-evaporation process (see page 43),
with a Veeco Gen930 molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system (See fig. 3.1 for a schematic
description of the setup). However, since Mo-covered soda-lime glass was utilized as
substrate the growth is non-epitaxial. Indeed all samples that were studied here are poly-
crystalline, hence in the following the process and setup will be referred to as physical
vapour deposition (PVD) and not as MBE.
During each deposition process, four inch-by-inch substrates are mounted on a sample
holder, which rotates in front of the sources to maximize homogeneity. The base pressure
in the chamber during growth is usually between 10−8 and 10−9 Torr. Such low pressures
are reached through a combination of turbo vacuum pumps and a liquid nitrogen cry-
opanel. The latter acts as a particle trap, to catch material that is not incorporated into
the film and also extends in between the sources to thermally decouple them and prevent
cross contamination.
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic drawing of the utilized PVD system - (Description of drawing
in the text below)
The elemental sources are heated electrically above their contents respective melting
points via two filaments, one at the top and one at the base. The flux of each metal
(Cu & In) source is controlled by the temperature of the filament at the base. The one
at the top is heating up the crucible tip in order to prevent material aggregation, which
could obstruct the source. All effusion cells are covered by a shutter to switch the de-
position of each element on and off. For the Se a valved source is used, whose flux can
be controlled by the opening angle of said valve additionally to the temperature at the
base. Furthermore it is equipped with a cracking tube, due to the trait of Se to form
large ring molecules [80]. This cracker can be heated up to 1000 ◦C in order to split the
Se molecules into smaller, more reactive species.
The growth chamber is equipped with different characterization tools for checking flux
and growth rates, namely they are: quartz micro-balance (QCM), electron impact emis-
sion spectroscope (EIES), beam flux monitor (BFM) and a pyrometer.
The QCM is a piezoelectric crystal, whose natural frequency changes proportional to the
mass that is deposited on top of it [81]. With known values of material constants for
the deposits, namely the Z-ratio (also ratio of acoustic impedances, meaning the density
× longitudinal velocity of sound of the deposit material compared to that of the crystal
i.e. quartz) and density one can then calculate the growth rate and film thickness by
measuring the oscillators’ frequency. In principle this can be used to characterize any
element, but in practice it is not possible to measure Se after having Cu deposited on
the crystal. This is due to the formation of CuxSe that has a much lower density than
Cu, leading to a rapid expansion of the deposit and subsequent destruction of the quartz
crystal. Therefore this technique is only used before starting or in between processes after
a delay, when the residual Se vapour has condensed to the walls.
The EIES tool consists of a filament, which emits electrons that excite the atoms, causing
them to emit electromagnetic radiation specific to each element. This light passes through
an optical filter and is then detected by photomultiplier tube (PMT) and converted to a
flux rate. The filters are chosen that each of them only lets the radiation pass for one
wavelength, specific to one element, therefore to detect different elements a multitude of
filter and PMT assemblies are needed. While this also could be used for any element,
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in the available setup this was only working for the Se, measured fluxes of all the other
elements were influenced by each other and therefore are not significant.
The BFM is an ion gauge, which measures the pressure of the particle beam directed at
it. It consists of a filament, that emits electrons towards a helical grid. A small fraction
of these electrons collides with the atoms from the particle beam, thereby ionizing them.
They are attracted to a negatively charged collector wire. The resulting current is mea-
sured and the pressure is calculated from that. The drawback of this method is, that it
is highly dependent on system and process specific variables, for instance base pressure,
angle between source and BFM and molecular species of incident particles. Therefore it
can not by itself be translated into a growth rate.
The important thing to note is, that the evaporation rate of each cell is quite constant at
a given temperature over a long time. In the case of the Se source, the valve opening also
influences the flux rate, but under nominal operation the flux is stable here, too. This
means flux rates are reproducible from one day to another, with only minor adjustments
to the cells base temperature. Flux and cell temperature settings can be linked to final
absorber composition by running a few calibration processes under variation of the cells
temperature. Here, the temperature (and valve opening) is held constant for the In and
Se source and the composition is adjusted by changing the copper source’s base temper-
ature. After deposition, the atomic ratios can be determined by EDX measurements and
from this one is able to deduce the right cell settings that produce a specific composition.
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Figure 3.2.: Depiction of the single stage process - The ordinate shows the substrate
temperature setpoint, the abcissa the run-time of the process. The circles at the bottom
of the graph indicate if the respective element is evaporating towards the sample (white) or
closed (black).
All Cu-rich samples studied within this thesis, namely the two different series to study
the Se influence during growth on solar cell and defect properties (see chapter 4) and
the bare absorbers before In-Se treatment (see chapter 5) were grown as described in the
following. Before the beginning of the actual co-evaporation, the liquid nitrogen cooling
is started in order to reduce the base pressure and the metal sources are heated up to
their evaporation temperatures. Fluxes and deposition rates are recorded, utilizing the
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BFM for all materials and the QCM only for Cu and In. Afterwards the samples are
transferred from the buffer chamber onto the main chambers’ substrate holder, which is
facing away from the evaporation cells and the sample rotation is switched on.
The co-evaporation process itself then is automated after a user entered recipe, which
will be described in the following. Fig. 3.2 shows a schematic drawing of a basic single
stage process, as was used for the fabrication of the Cu-rich samples, studied within this
thesis. The process starts out by heating the substrate holder to 460 ◦C with a ramp of
200 ◦C/min under vacuum (all temperatures that are given in the following, if not stated
differently, refer to the the setpoint value of the heater, actual temperatures for example
at the sample surface differ from this value and can be measured via the pyrometer).
After supplying elemental Se from a valved evaporation source, the substrate holder is
heated further to 510 ◦C in one minute and then with a lower ramp of 10 ◦C/min to the
process starting temperature of 550 ◦C. As the Se flux needs a while to build up, it is
beneficial to open the valve and shutter some time in advance of the actual deposition.
Also, starting out with fast ramps and subsequently decreasing them once the substrate
holders’ temperature is close to its target value of 550 ◦C, is done in order to prevent
drastic temperature overshoots, while still keeping the time required for heating up the
substrate to a minimum.
Shortly after reaching process starting temperature, the sample holder is turned into
growth position and the substrate is subjected to a Se atmosphere for 5 min. Exposure of
the blank substrate to the Se atmosphere is done in order to promote the formation of a
thin layer of MoSe2 [82], which forms an ohmic contact [83]. Furthermore this step gives
more time for the Se flux to stabilize before beginning of the deposition stage.
The co-evaporation commences with the opening of the shutters in front of the Cu and In
sources. At the beginning the substrate holder is kept at 550 ◦C for 15 min before further
heating to 590 ◦C, at which the process is held for 70 min. Afterwards the substrate holder
is cooled-down to 300 ◦C, while still under a Se overpressure in order to prevent large Se
losses from the absorber, due to the high vapour pressure of Se. Se valve and shutter are
then closed and the substrate holder further cooled down to 200 ◦C, the temperature at
which the samples can be extracted from the setup. As described previously, the Cu/In
ratio was tuned by keeping the source parameters of In and Se constant, while only
changing the Cu sources base temperature. Final Cu/In ratios as measured by EDX were
around 1.2-1.5 for the low Cu-rich series and between 1.7 and 2.0 for the high Cu-excess
and surface treatment series’. For the Se series, the Se flux was adjusted by changing the
valve opening, while leaving all cell temperatures constant.
Three stage process
While it is possible to grow Cu-poor absorbers in a single stage process, Gabor et al. [84]
found that an intermediate stage of Cu-excess during deposition of CIGS lead to consistent
higher efficiencies and generally increased film quality and grain size. Therefore the Cu-
poor series was grown in a modified three stage process, similar to that described in
the cited work. All the samples from the Cu-poor series where grown as described in the
following. In order to investigate the influence of the Se flux, the only difference in between
the samples from this series is the amount of Se supplied during the whole process. This
was varied by changing the opening of the Se valve, while keeping the evaporation and
cracking temperature of the source constant.
The basic sequence as utilized for growing the Cu-poor samples, discussed in this thesis
is shown in fig. 3.3. The steps up until after the samples have been introduced into the
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Figure 3.3.: Three stage process - The ordinate shows the substrate temperature setpoint,
the abcissa the duration of each stage. The circles at the bottom of the graph indicate if
the respective element is evaporating towards the sample (white) or closed (black).
chamber are the same as described in the previous section 3.1. The only difference here is
a cleaning stage before the actual deposition begins. During this step, the substrate holder
is heated up to 500 ◦C for about 20 min in order to remove oxygen or other surfactants
from the Mo back contact. This is necessary in the case of the three stage process, since it
starts out with a low temperature stage. This low temperature might not suffice to remove
the aforementioned impurities, in contrast to the single stage process, which directly starts
out at high temperatures.
After the cleaning stage the temperature is reduced to around 360 ◦C and the substrate
is exposed to a Se atmosphere for 5 min, again similar to as described in section 3.1.
The process is started by growing InxSe for approximately an hour. The actual length of
this stage depends on the fluxes and desired film thickness and is checked by using the
pyrometer. Due to interference within the deposited layer, the histogram of the pyrometer
displays maxima and minima, from which one can estimate the films thickness.
Once the desired value is reached, the In shutter is closed and the substrate heated up to
around 470 ◦C. At this temperature the second stage commences with opening of the Cu
shutter and simultaneously increasing the temperature further to 590 ◦C. The purpose of
this stage is a recrystallization and enhanced growth of CIS grains due to the presence of
CuxSe [84], therefore this stage continues well until after growth of this secondary phase
has started.
The easiest way to detect the appearance of this secondary CuxSe phase is monitoring
the output power Psubs of the substrate heating. After starting the Cu-Se supply until
all the InxSe has been transformed into CIS, the value of Psubs stays rather constant.
But as mentioned before (see section 2.1), growth close to or above stoichiometry is
characterized by an emerging secondary phase of CuxSe. Since this phase is metallic, it
has a high emissivity, therefore the appearance of this phase is accompanied by enhanced
heat dissipation from the substrate. This manifests itself as an increase in the value of
Psubs, due to the temperature regulation counteracting the higher cooling rate by ramping
up the heating.
Usually 10 min after the start of CuxSe growth the second stage is aborted by closing the
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Cu and opening the In shutter at the same time. The length of the third stage depends on
the In and Se fluxes, which determine how long it takes to transform all the CuxSe back
into CuInSe2 and the desired value of Cu deficiency is reached. To find the time needed
in order to produce a certain Cu/In-ratio, a few calibration processes under variation of
the third stages length need to be performed. Afterwards, EDX measurements can be
utilized to measure the different Cu/In-ratio as a function of third stage duration. For
the presented Cu-poor samples the Cu/In-ratio was set to be constant and the third stage
ran for approximately 15 min, producing samples with a Cu/In-ratio between 0.92-0.98.
The cooling procedure is carried out in the same way as before, by closing the In shutter,
cooling of the substrate to 300 ◦C and subsequent disruption of the Se flux and finally
extraction of the samples at 200 ◦C.
3.2. Solar cell preparation from CuInSe2 absorbers
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Ni/Al
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Figure 3.4.: Structure of a CuInSe2 solar cell - Schematic drawing of the structure of the
solar cells, discussed within this thesis. A 2 mm thick soda-lime glass substrate is covered
with 480 nm of molybdenum as the solar cell’s back contact. The CIS absorber is about
3µm thick and covered with a CdS buffer of 40-50 nm. On top of that is the window layer,
which consits of 80 nm i-ZnO and 450 nm Al:ZnO. The front contacts are made of 10 nm
Ni and finished by 2µm Al.
All samples discussed within this thesis are based on the same sequence of layers, which
has first been published in 1986 by Potter et al. [85] and is shown as a schematic draw-
ing in figure 3.4. More information about alternative structures, materials and methods
can be found in reference [86]. This sample structure is more elaborate than the simple
pn-junction, described in chapter 2.2.1, due to the unique challenges and properties of
chalcopyrite thin-film solar cells.
One of the advantages of thin-film technology is the possibility to work with a multi-
tude of different substrates. And even world-record efficiencies have been achieved on
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flexible polymers [14]. In this work soda-lime glass with a thickness of 2 mm was used
as substrate for a number of reasons. Not only is it a rather inexpensive material and
with a good thermal stability allowing for high process temperatures. Moreover Stolt
et al. [87] published results showing an improved grain growth and layer structure for
CuInSe2 grown on this type of substrate. They linked these improvements to the good
match in thermal expansion of substrate and layer, however later studies looking deeper
into the subject found advantages beyond just this. A˚rd et al. identified sodium diffusion
from the substrate as not only being conductive for the improved crystal growth, but also
first indicated its role as a beneficial dopant [88].
The back contact consists of about 480 nm of magnetron-sputtered molybdenum with a
sheet resistance between 15− 20 µΩ ·m. As already mentioned in section 3.1, exposure
to Se during or before absorber growth might boost the formation of MoSe2 at the ab-
sorber/Mo interface to produces an ohmic contact [83]. Even though early work by Russel
et al. [89] suggested that the Mo/CIS heterocontact forms a Schottky barrier. Later mea-
surements, performed directly on the Mo/CIS interface in a working solar cell contradict
this and find an ohmic behaviour [90]. Either way Mo is a suitable and inert [91] back
contact material. If sputtered under the right conditions it provides a low stress and
pore-free foundation for CIS growth [92,93], while still allowing for Na diffusion [94].
The p-type absorber layer is the here studied CuInSe2 grown by PVD as described in the
beginning of this chapter on top of the Mo. Due to its high conductivity, the CuxSe that
forms for Cu-rich material has to be removed from the CIS surface before finishing of
the solar cells. An etch of 10 wt% KCN in water for 5 min is usually enough in order to
thoroughly clean away all CuxSe even at high Cu/In ratios (here up to 2.0). Additional
this etch reverses sample degradation due to oxygen exposure before the buffer layer de-
position fully halts this process [37]. Therefore also the Cu-poor samples are etched for
30 s in an aqueous solution with a decreased concentration of 5 wt% KCN in water.
To minimize air exposure the samples are carefully rinsed and then directly the chemical
bath deposition (CBD) of the CdS buffer layer is started. For this, the samples are sub-
merged into a bath of water, ammonium hydroxyde (NH4OH), cadmium sulfate (CdSO4)
and thiourea ((NH2)2CS). To prevent formation of colloidal CdS the bath temperature is
slowly raised from room temperature to 67 ◦C. The ammonia degradates the cadmium
and sulphur-sources, CdSO4 and (NH2)2CS, respectively, to allow the formation of CdS on
top of the absorber. Final layer thickness is approximately 40− 50 nm, which is reached
after about 8− 9 min depending on the reaction rate. Despite some optical losses in the
short wavelength region due to partial absorption within this buffer layer, there are sev-
eral benefits that far outweigh this factor. Some of these benefits are: a favourable band
alignment [95], longer carrier lifetimes [96], an increase of depletion width, coating of the
absorber surface to prevent local shunting, protection against sputter damage [97].
The high bandgap n-side of the junction is formed by the window layer, which consists
of a transparent conductive oxide (TCO). In the present case this is a magnetron sput-
tered double layer structure of intrinsic and Al doped ZnO. Both CdS and i-ZnO are
rather highly resistive and increase the series resistance of the solar cell device. This
series resistance limits electronic losses, that otherwise occur due to areas with a lowered
open-circuit voltage [98]. The thickness of the intrinsic layer is about 80 nm, bringing the
total window thickness to 450 nm together with the Al:ZnO. The window features a high
transparency to allow light to pass through to the absorber layer and high conductivities
for charge extraction.
The final step for the here presented devices is the e-beam evaporation of the front con-
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tacts. This has the drawback of increased shading losses, due to the opaque nature of the
metal grid, but the advantages are a better current collection. Furthermore in the frame-
work of this thesis, the ability to contact the cells into the different measurement setups
via press contacts or conductive glue is essential. The rather stable grids offer mechanical
protection from scratching of the press contacts, while also providing a barrier against
in-diffusion of silver ions from the glue. For this purpose a thin layer of about 10 nm of
Ni is deposited prior to 2 µm of Al, which results in good adhesion and stability of the
grid. After all the layers have been deposited, the samples are divided into 8 distinct solar
cells, by a mechanical scribing.
3.3. Indium-Selenium surface treatments
The advantages of Cu-rich grown CuInSe2 have been described in section 2.1.1. However,
this material features some unique challenges, which can largely be traced to either the
interface itself or a region close to it, as will be described more thoroughly in chapter 5.
Therefore, while most of the favourable properties of the Cu-rich material lie within the
bulk, the Cu-poor CIS/CdS constitutes the better interface. To combine the best of both,
a surface treatment has been developed previously [99,100].
In the following section the procedure to perform this treatment will be described. The
basic principle is to deposit a thin layer of InxSe on top of the etched stoichiometric
absorber. At sufficiently high temperatures Cu can diffuse from the bulk into this layer
and thus transforming it to a Cu-poor CuInSe2. The crucial point is to limit Cu diffusion,
in order to prevent the whole absorber from turning Cu-poor, which corresponds to a
layer temperature no higher than 300 ◦C [99].
Cu-rich absorbers are etched, to remove all CuxSe from the surface as described in section
3.2 and then re-introduced into the PVD setup. In contrast to the normal deposition
process, in order to allow for low deposition temperatures the substrate holder is heated
to no more than 150− 220 ◦C, which corresponds to layer temperatures (as measured by
the pyrometer) of 200− 300 ◦C. With the substrate facing away from the cells, the Se
valve and shutter are opened, in order to allow the flux to stabilize, while not subjecting
to excessive amounts of Se. After the flux has settled, the sample is rotated in and the In
shutter opened to start the deposition stage. This deposition stage lasts for 0.5− 3 min.
Two different processes are distinguished, first a In-Se deposition-only process, that is
performed at sample temperatures of either 275 ◦C or 300 ◦C, during which Cu diffusion
from the stoichiometric bulk occurs and ideally there is a direct formation of the Cu-
poor CIS surface. The second process is a deposition-annealing process, where the In-Se
deposition is performed at 200 ◦C. Afterwards the In shutter is closed and the sample
temperature is increased to 300 ◦C, while still under an Se overpressure. This stage
then lasts to up to 15 min. In both cases the temperature of the sample holder is then
decreased to 200 ◦C under a Se atmosphere. Before extraction the Se supply is cut-off
and the sample holder is then cooled to 150 ◦C. Afterwards the cell are finished in the
standard configuration, as described in section 3.2.
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Chapter 2.1 discussed some properties of CuInSe2 in general and in particular the ad-
vantages of material grown under Cu excess [101]. However so far, even though CIGS
technology already reached maturity and is commercially available, world record efficien-
cies [14,102] and modules [103–105] are all made from Cu-poor material. The problem is
that the measurements, which show advantages of the Cu-rich material are mainly per-
formed on etched, but otherwise bare absorbers. However already after deposition of the
buffer layer the picture changes, with the disappearance of the advantage in Fermi level-
splitting [37]. Measurements on the finished devices show the Cu-rich perform worse than
the Cu-poor ones in all the metrics: lesser short-circuit current densities and open-circuit
voltages, decreased fill factors, but high saturation current densities and diode quality
factors [106].
This behaviour can be traced back in part to a too high doping density within the Cu-rich
absorbers [106]. Due to this the absorbers suffer from a very short SCR, which means
that the built-in voltage is applied over a very short distance leading to high electric fields
in the absorber. This not only reduces the VOC through a high recombination at the
interface, which is reflected by the low activation energy of the main recombination path-
way as measured by IVT [107], but also affects the current. Despite collection lengths in
the range of the absorber thickness Cu-rich devices exhibit reduced quantum efficiencies
over the whole wavelength range compared to Cu-poor devices. This behaviour has been
attributed to tunneling enhanced recombination within the SCR due to the previously
mentioned high electric fields [106].
Previous studies have shown that the Se supply during CIS growth can be crucial for the
intrinsic doping density of the material and can even lead to type inversion under very
low Se overpressures [108]. The Se flux during growth of the Cu-rich material was studied
within this thesis and the influence on the doping could be confirmed [109, 110]. In the
following results of electrical measurements on samples grown under different Se overpres-
sures will be presented. The goal is to achieve a better understanding of the defects in
Cu-rich grown CIS and especially get insights on the influence of the Se supply during
deposition. Part of these results have been published [111], this chapter will discuss and
elaborate on the findings.
Three series of 3 samples each were fabricated, as described in chapter 3 and finished
into solar cells of the standard structure (see section 3.2). For each series the Cu/In flux
ratio was kept constant, while the Se flux was varied in a way that for each series a low,
medium and high Se flux sample was produced with comparable fluxes. Two Cu-rich
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Table 4.1.: Absorber performance as measured by IV at room temperature under AM 1.5
illumination.
Cu/In Se
η JSC (IV) JSC (QE) VOC FF A RS RSh J0
% mA · cm-2 mA · cm-2 mV % Ω Ω mA · cm-2
high
low 7.2 37.8 39.6 361 52.9 2.3 0.4 1736 6.1E-05
mid 6.0 39.7 39.1 311 48.3 2.3 0.5 629 8.3E-05
high 6.5 40.3 39.1 325 49.7 2.2 0.3 238 4.4E-05
low
low 7.5 38.4 38.8 359 54.0 1.9 0.4 272 1.0E-05
mid 6.1 37.3 38.2 327 50.3 2.0 0.5 471 2.6E-05
high 6.2 36.5 38.0 330 51.7 2.0 0.4 319 2.0E-05
Cu-poor
low 12.4 39.8 40.7 454 68.6 1.5 0.5 1220 1.2E-07
mid 12.1 41.4 40.8 438 66.6 1.5 0.5 2160 2.0E-07
high 9.9 38.2 40.0 419 61.9 1.8 0.6 4950 2.4E-07
series at different Cu/In ratios were produced by a single stage process and one Cu-poor
series, with a small Cu deficiency, by a three stage process(see section 3.1). All samples
were characterized, utilizing the electrical measurement techniques discussed in chapter
2.3.
4.1. Solar cell performance
To assess the influence of Se overpressure on device performance, current-voltage char-
acteristics at room temperature of the finished devices were recorded in the dark and
under illumination, following the methodology described in chapter 2. The extracted
parameters at room temperature are given in table 4.1, the measured IV curves for the
different samples are shown in figure 4.1.
They all follow a trend regarding the power conversion efficiency - the sample with
the lowest Se flux during growth is always the most efficient. This trend can mostly be
attributed to the significant difference in open-circuit voltage, but also the fill factors of
the low Se samples are slightly better. As discussed previously the Cu-rich cells exhibit a
much lower voltage than the Cu-poor reference samples [106,107], the low Se environment
alleviates this, but does not fully close the performance gap.
The short-circuit current densities do not display a similar trend over all series when
measured in the IV setup. For the low Cu/In ratio series the trend follows the Se deficit,
while for the high Cu/In series it seems to be the opposite trend and for the Cu-poor
series there is no trend at all. This might have to do with methodological problems of
the IV measurement itself, since the currents are highly dependent on the light source.
A number of factors might play into this, for example different shadings and cell sizes or
a fluctuation of the output power of the lamp, therefore the given values might not be
exceedingly reliable.
Another method to evaluate the current of a solar cell device is from QE measurements,
this has the added benefit that a standardized solar spectrum is used instead of a halogen
lamp and therefore offers increased comparability to literature.
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Figure 4.1.: Results of the IV measurements on the 3 series. - a) IV of the series with
a high Cu/In b) IV of the series with a low Cu/In c) IV of the Cu-poor comparison series d)
Comparision of the sample with the highest power conversion efficiency of each series. The
dashed lines are the IV curves recorded in the dark and the solid lines under illumination.
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Figure 4.2.: QE series comparision - Graph of the QE for the samples with the highest
short-circuit current density of each series.
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Results of the QE measurements on the three series are shown in figure 4.3 and a com-
parison of the highest short-circuit current density samples is given in figure 4.2, the AM
1.5 spectrum [112] was utilized for current evaluation. The values of the integration are
given in table 4.1 for comparison to the values from IV.
For this evaluation method the short-circuit current densities now follow the same trend,
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Figure 4.3.: Results of the QE measurements on the 3 series. - a) QE of the series with
a high Cu/In b) QE of the series with a low Cu/In c) QE of the Cu-poor comparison series
d) AM 1.5 spectrum in the range with bandgaps of different materials (taken from [112])
as the open-circuit voltages and the best cells are again those grown under low Se. Fur-
thermore, while the Cu-poor samples still display the highest currents, the high Cu/In
cells are only about 1 mA · cm-2 behind.
Interestingly this difference is mostly due to the slightly smaller bandgap of the poor
material comapred to the rich, which is visible as the area between the long wavelength
slopes of the Cu-poor and the Cu-rich samples (see figure 4.2). Evaluation by extrapola-
tion of the QE as described in section 2.3.2, yields a difference of about 50 meV (Cu-rich:
Eg = 1 eV, Cu-poor: Eg ≈ 0.95 eV).
Integrating the product of QE difference and AM 1.5 spectrum yields slightly less than
1 mA · cm-2. Therefore the first interesting result from this study is that the low Se, Cu-
rich samples are on par with the Cu-poor ones in terms of collection, when the larger
bandgap is taken into account. The slight short-circuit current density gain of around
0.5 mA · cm-2 for the samples with low Se can be attributed to a decreased doping, which
will be shown in the following section. This increases the space-charge region width, lead-
ing to a slightly better collection of charge carriers and therefore JSC.
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Evaluation of series and shunt resistances, saturation currents and diode quality factors
was performed via ECN’s IVFit [53] on the dark IV measurements. While the Cu-poor
devices exhibit diode quality factor values between 1 and 2 as expected for decent devices,
the values of Cu-rich samples were all above or close to 2 as has been observed before [106]
for Cu-rich material. In the cited work this was attributed to a high doping of the Cu-rich
material, which leads to a high electric field within the SCR that facilitates tunnelling
enhanced recombination at the interface and lowers the open-circuit voltage [107]. The
slightly worse short-circuit current density of the Cu-rich cells compared to the Cu-poor
ones is in part due to a slightly thicker CdS layer. This can be seen in the wavelength
range between 400− 500 nm as a slight advantage for the Cu-poor material.
However, this does not explain the difference at longer wavelengths where the Cu-poor
shows a larger QE at 1000 nm. It is possible that due to the still rather high doping of the
absorbers the SCR width is reduced which decreases the collection in the long wavelengths
for the Cu-rich. In the previous works on Cu-rich grown CuInSe2 [106], this was not the
case and their collection length was usually longer than the absorber thickness. Which
would mean, that there is a new collection problem with the Cu-rich samples shown here.
To further investigate the temperature behaviour of the diode quality factors, IVT curves
were recorded for all the 3 series. Figures A.1, A.2 and A.3 at the end of this section
show all the temperature dependent IV curves for the two Cu-rich and the Cu-poor series,
respectively.
Comparing the graphs the first thing noticeable is the comparatively low reverse diode
breakdown voltage of the Cu-rich devices. While there is basically no current change in
reverse bias for the Cu-poor device the Cu-rich ones exhibit a strong current increase
already at low reverse voltages. This reverse voltage breakdown can be due to three ef-
fects [50]: thermal instability [113], avalanche multiplication [114] and Zener effect [115].
Thermal instability occurs due to a positive feedback between the temperature and the
reverse current: the reverse current heats up the sample and the increase in temperature
in turn increases the reverse current.
Avalanche multiplication is the effect that under high electric fields minority carriers gen-
erated within the space-charge region can accelerate until they can ionize an electron-hole
pair that in turn gains kinetic energy from the field, resulting in current multiplication.
Both effects can potentially be destructive for the device due to heat dissipation from the
high reverse currents. Since they should both only occur at high reverse biases [50] outside
of the utilized voltage range and none of the measured devices was damaged during IV
measurements they are probably not the cause for the observed breakdown.
Most likely the Zener effect, which describes the tunnelling of minority carriers over the
forbidden zone is responsible for the low reverse breakdown of the Cu-rich devices. A
voltage applied against the junction direction increases the band-bending, which leads to
a situation where the conduction band of the window layer moves below the valence band
of the absorber.
With a short space-charge region both bands are very close to each other, resulting in a
high tunnelling probability for minority carriers. Due to the increase of Eg under decreas-
ing temperature the temperature coefficient of the Zener effect is negative, meaning the
breakdown voltage increases with decreasing temperature [50]. This is observed in the
IVT measurements of the Cu-rich series as a flattening of the curves in third quadrant of
the J-V diagrams going towards lower temperatures. The difference between Cu-rich and
Cu-poor samples could be an indication of a higher electric field in the former due to a
high doping density (as is confirmed by CV measurements, see section 4.2).
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As illustrated in chapter 2, the activation energy of the dominant recombination path-
way EA,rec can be extracted from the IVT measurements by extrapolation of the high
temperature open-circuit voltage values towards 0 K.
Results of this are shown in figure 4.4. All y-intercepts for Cu-poor samples are greater
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Figure 4.4.: Open-circuit voltage extrapolation of the IVT measurements on the
3 series. - (a) high Cu/In (b) low Cu/In (c) Cu-poor. The Cu-poor series samples all
extrapolate to Eg. While there seems to be a trend towards higher EA,rec values for lower
Se flux samples, the Cu-rich devices are all still dominated by recombination close to the
interface.
than 1 V, while the Cu-rich samples all extrapolate to values in between 0.60− 0.75 V.
Comparing these voltages (multiplied with the elemental charge q to transform them in
an activation energy) to the bandgaps as extracted from the QE measurements it is di-
rectly visible that while all the Cu-poor samples extrapolate to a value close to that of
their bandgap, the Cu-rich samples all lie 0.3− 0.4 eV below. There is a trend towards
higher activation energies with less Se during growth for the Cu-rich samples, but still
a significant deficit in respect to Eg is present even for the best sample indicating that
these devices are still dominated by recombination close to the absorber/buffer interface.
As expected, the Cu-poor samples do not show this, they all extrapolate to the bandgap
and therefore the recombination mostly takes place within their bulk.
Summing up it becomes apparent, that a lowered Se supply enhances the performance
of the Cu-rich devices in a number of ways. First overall efficiency is higher for the
low Se flux devices, as can be seen in the improvement of the open-circuit voltage. QE
measurements show that furthermore the short-circuit current density is increased and -
taking into account the higher bandgap - on par with the Cu-poor material. There might
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be a trend towards lowered impact of tunnelling recombination and a shift away from the
interface.
To further investigate these, CV measurements can give an insight into the doping, which
is the topic of the next section 4.2.
4.2. Doping
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Figure 4.5.: Results of the CV measurements on the 3 series. - (a) high Cu/In (b) low
Cu/In (c) Cu-poor. The Cu-poor series samples are characterized by a low doping density
with a slight increase at lower Se fluxes. The Cu-rich ones which have high NCVs but show
the opposite trend with decreased Se during growth.
Capacitance-voltage measurements have been performed on small samples as described
in section 2.3.6. Small samples in the present case means compared to the usual size of
about 0.5 cm2. They were scribed at approximately two thirds of their length, so that a
total area of less than 0.2 cm2 remains around the front contact pads.
The results of CV measurements on the three series are shown in figure 4.5 and summa-
rized in table 4.2.
The doping densities are inversely proportional to the slope of the Mott-Schottky plot,
therefore it is easily visible that there is a trend for both Cu-rich series towards lower
doping densities with lower Se fluxes. For the Cu-poor series this trend is reversed and
lower Se increases the absorber’s doping. The same trends are found in the built-in volt-
age, which decreases with the Se flux in the Cu-rich devices, while it rises slightly in the
Cu-poor series.
Another feature, which is displayed in all devices across all series is the flattening in
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Table 4.2.: Absorber parameters as extracted from capacitance-voltage measurements
Cu/In Se
NCV Vbi xSCR Cscr
cm−3 mV nm F · cm-2
high
low 1.3 · 1016 550 230 45
mid 2.1 · 1016 580 190 55
high 2.9 · 1016 650 170 60
low
low 1.1 · 1016 580 260 40
mid 1.3 · 1016 590 240 43
high 2.3 · 1016 750 210 50
Cu-poor
low 6.9 · 1015 600 340 31
mid 5.9 · 1015 600 360 29
high 4.7 · 1015 550 390 27
reverse bias around 0 V. This can be attributed to the presence of deep defects, which
contribute to NCV. The methodology of evaluation has been chosen to minimize their
effect, as discussed in section 2.3.6.
The flattening at high forward biases is most probably an artefact of the measurement due
to an overload (because of current limitation) of the LCR-meter, as discussed in section
2.3.6, it is also visible as a strong decrease of the phase angle.
Together with the results from the last section (4.1) it comes to light that the decrease
of doping within the Cu-rich devices has a favourable effect on the performance of these
solar cells. As mentioned previously the activation energy of the main recombination
pathway of the VOC is increased towards the bandgap value for lower Se fluxes. From
the observation from CV measurements that doping and built-in voltage decrease with
the Se flux the argument can be made that due to the flatter band-bending profile at the
absorber/buffer interface the holes can only tunnel into interface states that are closer
to the valence band and recombine from there. Due to this the activation energy of the
open-circuit voltage increases but is still below the bandgap value.
The second effect might also be due to the lower doping the hole density close to the
interface is reduced, decreasing the trapping rate. Less trapping in this case results in less
recombination, leading to the observed increase in VOC of around 50 mV for a reduction
in the doping by approximately half.
The decrease in doping density has been explained in reference [109] by a possible in-
crease in compensating defects. In the reference a mechanism was proposed, by which the
doping density is reduced during lower Se supplies. The lack in Se atoms is resulting in
vacancy type defects, which can form complexes together with the already abundant Cu
vacancies, which can be found in both Cu-poor and Cu-rich material [30]. These Se-Cu
double vacancies are donors (in equilibrium [116]) and might therefore compensate the p-
type doping. Furthermore the In-on-Cu antisite defect might also increase compensation,
it has been shown that formation of this defect is enhanced by Se-poor conditions [117].
The Cu-poor samples however, show a tendency towards higher efficiency with higher
doping, especially comparing the low and high Se flux samples, there is a 2.5 % efficiency
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advantage for the prior. Comparing the doping densities, there might be a trend towards
higher doping levels with lower Se during growth, it is questionable that this change might
explain the whole difference in efficiencies.
In any case, the results of the IVT measurements (figure 4.4c) suggest that there are
probably different mechanisms at work in Cu-poor cells than the ones for the Cu-rich
samples. It is directly apparent that all of the Cu-poor samples are dominated by bulk
recombination, since all their open-circuit voltages extrapolate to Eg.
Therefore the simplest explanation for the difference in VOC of the Cu-poor is just the
lower built-in voltage of the sample with high Se during growth, since interface recombi-
nation is no issue for them the open-circuit voltage of the low Se samples can follow the
increase in built-in potential.
Evaluation of the short-circuit current density, yields different behaviours in QE and
IV. While the QE measurements show a slight trend towards higher values for lower Se
during growth, the IV measurements show no trend. The different IV results are most
probable an artefact do to inhomogeneous lighting of the samples during the measure-
ment. Therefore the values from the QE measurement should be trusted. The increase
in JSC seem to indicate a slightly higher diffusion length for the low Se fluxes.
4.3. Defects in Cu-rich devices
Admittance spectra of the Cu-rich samples typically show up to four different signals,
they are labelled 1 to 4, with decreasing temperature at which temperatures they appear.
A typical capacitance spectrum is shown in figure 4.6.
In the figure different significant capacitance values have been marked. The two blue,
dashed lines mark the space-charge region capacitance Cscr and the geometrical capaci-
tance Cgeo. The first one is calculated, using the doping density from CV measurements
under the assumption of a one sided PN-junction (see formula 2.54), which is also equal
to the y-intercept of the Mott-Schottky plot. It marks the line between shallow and deep
defects in the TAS spectra, as deep traps should contribute an additional capacitance to
Cscr, while shallow traps subtract from it.
The geometrical capacitance is calculated by assuming a plate capacitor, formed by the
front window/buffer and back contact with the dielectric absorber (r = 12 [52]) in be-
tween. This situation occurs at low temperatures, after the carrier and mobility freeze
out, when there are no more free carriers in the bands and no hopping conduction is
possible. This marks the lower limit of the capacitance spectrum of all samples.
Therefore the last step, corresponding to either the freeze-out of the shallow doping defect
or of the mobility should level at Cgeo.
The Cu-poor samples exhibit one less step in the spectrum (see figure A.6). From looking
at the temperature ranges in which each signal appears, the energies extracted from the
Arrhenius plots (table 4.3) and lastly the Meyer-Neldel graph (shown in figure 4.7 will be
discussed later), one can deduce, that the missing signal is step 2. Therefore the remain-
ing signals are labelled accordingly 1, 3 and 4.
The signal that is already visible at room temperature (step 1) is usually very broad and
more pronounced in the Cu-poor series. Since the measurement is limited to frequencies
between 102 − 106 Hz it is usually not possible to assign an energy to this signal. In all but
one sample the signal appears below this range already at room temperature, therefore
only an increase in capacitance at low frequencies is visible, not the inflection point.
It is assumed that this signal is either due to a very broad deep defect distribution or band
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Figure 4.6.: Typical Cf spectrum - Schematical admittance spectrum as measured by
TAS, every capacitance spectrum shown within this thesis is plotted in the same way. The
temperature decreases approximately by 10 K from one line to the next, only the low and
high values are given (here 300 K and 40 K). The four different capacitance responses are
labelled 1 to 4, from high to low temperature. Different distinguished capacitance values
are marked by dashed lines. In blue the space-charge region-capacitance calculated from the
doping density as measured by CV and at the bottom the geometrical capacitance, under
assumption of a fully depleted absorber. The dashed lines mark upper and lower values
before and after each capacitance response.
tailing. Increasing the measurement temperature might increase the attempt-to-escape
frequency of this signal enough to shift it in the frequency range that can be measured,
but this is not possible with the utilized setup.
Other electrical measurement techniques like modulated photocurrent [118] and photoin-
duced current transient spectroscopy [119] have been employed to measure defects with
such high activation energies. And could also be employed to further study this distribu-
tion.
Only for the Cu-poor sample with high Se a few inflection points could be extracted as
shown in figure A.9a. The Arrhenius plot here gives an energy of 413 meV, this defect
might be related to the ‘N2’ trap level, previously reported for CIGS and CIS solar cells.
It is not shown in the Meyer-Neldel representation in figure 4.7, but it lies in the general
area of the drawn ‘N2’ line.
Similar problems as for step 1 arise for step 4, the signal at very low temperatures, as
this capacitance drop, too, is at the edge of the frequency range and at most one or
two inflection points can be measured. Furthermore, since this step is only visible at
low temperatures the series resistance becomes an important influence on the capacitance
spectrum. Indeed evaluation of IVT measurements in the same temperature region reveal
a strong increase in RS. The modelling of the capacitance contribution of this series re-
sistance as described in section 2.3.4 (after equation 2.42) shows a response in the same
frequency range as step 4, which suggests that this signal can be due to either of three
effects; a barrier, carrier or mobility freeze-out. At least in some of the samples, most
notably the low Cu/In and low Se sample, this signal seems to level out towards the
geometrical capacitance, indicating to the most likely explanation of this response being
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indeed the carrier freeze-out of the shallow doping defect.
The more pronounced signals step 2 and 3 can be evaluated more closely than the afore-
mentioned responses. The first observation from the admittance-spectra is that both steps
are below the capacitance of the space-charge region, therefore they are probably not due
to deep defects. This however is not a hard criterion, since the measured doping density
from CV measurements might still contain traps at high temperatures, if the forward bias
is not enough to suppress them, see section 2.3.6.
The differentiation between shallow and deep defects involves its position with regard to
the Fermi level. Therefore the next step is to evaluate the responses’ activation energies,
which can be via Arrhenius-plots, as described in section 2.3.3. Results for each series are
shown in figures A.7 (high Cu/In), A.8 (low Cu/In) and A.9 (Cu-poor).
Step 2 (red dots) is usually only visible in a limited temperature range, while step 3 (blue)
can be detected in a broad range. Unfortunately for a lot of samples there is a pronounced
curvature of the latter’s plot.
As described previously (see section 2.3.3) one explanation of a curved Arrhenius plot can
be a mobility freeze-out due to variable-range hopping. The described method of choosing
a T−1/4 temperature dependence however does not yield a straight plot either. Testing
different exponents also did not yield a totally straight line. In order to be able to com-
pare to literature in which the T−2 dependency is prevalent, evaluation is still performed
utilizing this prefactor. Consequently the linear fit has always been performed at high
temperatures, therefore yielding an upper limit of the defects’ activation energy.
For the Cu-rich samples, activation energies range from 200 meV to 250 meV for step 2
and 50 meV to 130 meV for step 3. For the Cu-poor-samples only a response around
110 meV was detected, consequently it seems to be associated with the lower energy re-
sponse in Cu-rich and will hitherto be referred to as step 3.
Even though this evaluation method strictly only applies for deep defects, the Walter
analysis was performed on all the samples in order to enable literature comparison and to
have a metric to compare the different defects’ densities and widths, since this informa-
tion can not be extracted from the Arrhenius plot. Comparison between the activation
energies of the two different methods shows that they agree reasonably well for step 2,
but not as much for step 3, as is shown in table 4.3. Furthermore it is not possible to find
a frequency for which the different temperature curves all align for step 3 and the graphs
show some strong deviations towards higher defect densities at lower temperatures. This
further implies, that indeed the measured signal is not a deep defect, but rather a freeze-
out or barrier.
In any case, there does not seem to be a dependency of either values of activation energy,
thermal pre-factor, density or width on the Se pressure during growth. And as usual for
electrical measurements, there is a strong variation of measured defect energies and ther-
mal pre-factor, which is probably not due to a high number of different defects. Rather
this is explained by a reduction of the defect ionization energy, due to difference in defect
concentrations and local electric field, which can be rather pronounced even for similar
samples [120]. This in turn can lead to a possibly huge variation in attempt-to-escape
frequencies due to the Meyer-Neldel law [73].
To show the underlying behaviour and group responses together as defects a Meyer-Neldel
plot is shown in figure 4.7. Furthermore, literature lines corresponding to two previously
reported signatures, dubbed ‘N1’(from [72]) and ‘N2’(from [41]) have been added to the
plot, to show correspondences. For the Cu-rich samples both defect signatures form two
distinguished groups, with step 3 of the Cu-poor samples closely below step 3 of the Cu-
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rich ones. The ‘N1’-line crosses step 3 for the Cu-poor samples and step 2 for the Cu-rich.
In their work from 2013, Krysztopa et al. [41] gathered studies of electrical measurements
on different CIGS materials, including polycrystalline Cu-poor and Cu-rich CIS, the same
material that is the subject of this thesis.
They state, that the two lines can stem from a multitude of effects which have been
grouped into two signatures. This might also be the case in the present measurements.
It seems likely that the Cu-poor response step 3 is related to some of the effects, which
in the literature are described as ‘N1’ defect.
The question here is how this relates to the two steps (2 & 3) measured in the Cu-rich
cells. Treating these as separate responses by fitting a Meyer-Neldel line through all the
defect energies from step 2 and another one through all from those of step 3, results in
the lines being parallel.
This indicates that the nature of the underlying activation process is the same and that
the defects themselves are not, as discussed in section 2.3.5. Indeed, there should not be
any reason, why the same defect appears at two different activation energies within the
same measurement. But since the aforementioned similarity of activation processes it is
probable that both signals are involving the same carrier type and phonon coupling.
In the following the previous chapter will be summarized and a conclusive picture of
the electrical measurements on Cu-rich grown CuInSe2 will be formed by adding up of
the previous observations.
Starting with the findings for step 1, whose capacitance in most cases is clearly additional
to Cscr. It is only visible in the admittance spectra at high temperatures and low fre-
quencies and more pronounced in the Cu-poor samples. Only from the high Se, Cu-poor
sample enough inflection points could be extracted to calculate an activation energy of
about 400 meV. For the other samples there are some onsets of a step towards low fre-
quencies, which indicates that in the other samples the activation energies are even higher
than this. Either a deep and broad defect density or band tailing are the most probable
cause for this capacitance drop.
The next signal, step 2, has a straight Arrhenius plot and extracted activation energies
range between 200− 250 meV, which is close to the results from the Walter analysis. A
barrier of this height is unlikely, as it would highly impede solar cell function, which is
not reflected in the IV results. Both evaluation methods are founded on deep traps as
the cause of the capacitance drop, their good agreement supports the conclusion that this
is indeed the source of the signal step 2. However the low frequency capacitance Cup is
very close but usually below the space-charge region capacitance, which points towards a
barrier or shallow defect. But this is only a ”soft” criterion, since the capacitance-voltage
measurements were performed at room temperature and are themselves influenced by deep
traps, therefore the value of Cscr might be already too high. Furthermore the step starts
appearing only at low temperatures below 180 K. Depending on the position of the Fermi
level, a defect can be shallow at high temperatures, but deep at reduced temperatures.
Therefore the simplest explanation for step 2 is indeed a deep defect native to the Cu-rich
material as it is not found in the Cu-poor samples. The question if this is a bulk or
interface state remains at this point. Both are possible, since no shift in activation energy
has been observed for externally biased admittance measurements. An interface defect
however is less likely, due to the prerequisite of having to assume a pinning of the Fermi
level.
The best explanation for step 3 in the Cu-rich samples is a carrier freeze-out, because
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it lies below the space-charge region capacitance, it has a curved Arrhenius plot and
its DOS also seems to shift. However the Arrhenius plot is curved, evaluation at the
high temperature side yields activation energy between 50− 130 meV. Looking at the
results from PL measurements on CIS with different compositions [40, 121], a number
of shallow defects are found. The cited references find three acceptor states, ‘A1’ for
near stoichiometry samples at 40 meV, ‘A2’ for more Cu-rich at 60 meV, ‘A3’ at 100 meV
which appears in both. Photoluminescence measurements on the absorbers from the same
process as those presented here (see reference [109]) show the donor-acceptor transitions
‘DA2’ & ‘DA3’ but not ‘DA1’. All the Cu-rich samples are characterized by a rather high
Cu-excess, therefore it is no surprise, that this defect transition is not observed.
Since we are dealing with probably two shallow acceptors that are close to the measured
defect energy, the curvature of the plot that persists even after choosing the adequate
temperature dependence, is best explained by the subsequent freezing-out of these two
doping defects. Therefore we can conclude that the third signal is the carrier-freeze-out
of ‘A2’, directly followed, by that of ‘A3’.
The same arguments apply for the Cu-poor material, with the exception, that due to
their high compensation, no distinguished DA transitions are reported. Most probably
step 3 in those samples is also a carrier freeze-out of multiple shallow defects, this also
would account for the fact, that the Meyer-Neldel lines of step 3 in Cu-rich and Cu-poor
samples are parallel, since they both originate from the same process. The shift upwards
is then possibly due to an enhancement of the emission rate due to an increased electric
field, produced by the systematically higher doping of Cu-rich material [122].
The capacitance does not go down to Cgeo in all the samples and in some a rather
pronounced gap remains when step 3 is levelling off. This gap has been labelled as step
4, whose inflection points are not fully resolved, because the critical frequency lies above
1 MHz throughout the temperature range of the measurement. As described previously
in section 2.3.3 after the carriers have frozen out, they can still be mobile through variable
range hopping and by this contribute to the capacitance. Due to this, while decreasing
the temperature further below the carrier freeze-out, there will be another step, when all
mobility becomes suppressed. This mobility freeze-out might be more or less pronounced
depending on the defect densities and their spatial distribution within the samples. Step
4 can therefore be attributed to a mobility freeze-out, however it is not possible to test for
this, since this would require measurement of the temperature dependence of the critical
frequencies in step 4.
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Table 4.3.: Defect parameters for the two capacitance responses in admittance measurements
Cu/In Se
Arrhenius plot Walter Analysis
EA ξ0 EA ξ0 Nt wFWHM Cup
meV s−1K−2 meV s−1K−2 cm−3 meV nFcm−2
high
low
253 1.6 · 109 246 2.0 · 109 4.8 · 1015 40 43
128 1.2 · 106 116 8.0 · 105 7.9 · 1015 40 32
mid
252 7.0 · 108 247 1.0 · 109 3.8 · 1015 32 56
81 9.9 · 104 78 1.3 · 105 1.7 · 1016 26 46
high
200 2.6 · 107 207 1.0 · 108 3.8 · 1015 38 60
101 4.8 · 105 58 1.0 · 104 2.7 · 1016 34 51
low
low
201 3.7 · 107 192 4.0 · 107 4.4 · 1015 39 39
101 5.4 · 105 80 1.2 · 105 1.1 · 1016 38 30
mid
209 5.4 · 107 213 1.4 · 108 3.0 · 1015 35 41
75 8.8 · 104 60 4.0 · 104 1.4 · 1016 35 34
high
216 1.5 · 108 195 4.0 · 107 2.4 · 1015 35 44
54 1.4 · 104 46 1.0 · 104 1.9 · 1016 30 39
Cu-poor
low 97 1.9 · 104 115 1.7 · 105 4.4 · 1015 27 23
mid 119 5.5 · 104 110 6.5 · 104 4.3 · 1015 45 23
high
413 1.9 · 107 414 5.0 · 107 7.1 · 1014 163 >30
122 1.1 · 105 124 2.5 · 105 1.4 · 1015 28 20
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Figure 4.7.: Meyer-Neldel graph - All measured defect energies of the three series together
with added Meyer-Neldel lines for ’N1’(from [72]) and ’N2’(from [41]) from literature.
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CHAPTER
FIVE
INDIUM-SELENIUM SURFACE TREATMENT
STUDY
From the previous investigations it is apparent that an important contribution to the
lack in the performance of Cu-rich CIS solar cells originates from problems close to the
absorber/buffer interface. Not all those impeding factors can be resolved by lowering
the Se supply during growth. As shown in the previous chapter the lowered doping
might contribute to a favourable reduction of the electric field at the interface, which
manifests itself as an increased activation energy of the main recombination path of the
VOC. However the observation that the VOC extrapolation still falls short of the bandgap
value hints that some underlying cause of the high recombination rate at the interface is
still present. As described in section 3.3 an In-Se surface treatment to form a Cu-poor
surface layer on a Cu-rich bulk has been developed previously. The following chapter will
showcase the result of utilizing this surface treatment on absorbers, which were grown
under low Se. From this it is possible to take advantage of the superior Cu-poor CIS/CdS
buffer-interface while keeping the excellent transport and absorption properties of low
Se, Cu-rich CIS. Furthermore, the particular sample geometry that is achieved due to
this type of surface treatment allows for additional insights into the defects of Cu-rich
absorbers.
5.1. Influence of the In-Se surface treatment on device
performance
Two series of In-Se surface treatments will be presented in this chapter, also an overview
of sample identifiers and utilized treatments is shown in table 5.1. By the number at
the beginning of each sample name the PVD process can be identified in which the bare
Cu-rich absorber was grown. Some of the samples were treated first by depositing In-Se
at lower temperature and then in-situ annealed under a Se overpressure. The letters and
numbers after the process number indicate the subsequent treatment by its deposition and
annealing times in minutes. For the first series all absorbers were grown within two days
with the same growth parameters, therefore they should be very similar. The samples for
the second series were grown much later, but also in close succession from one another and
with very similar processes. Their untreated solar cells showed very similar properties.
Therefore the treated samples in each series are very comparable, but the series with one
another not as much.
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Table 5.1.: Overview of samples shown in this chapter, with their respective treatments. The
temperatures are referring to the substrate temperature as measured by the PVDs pyrometer.
Sample Identifier In-Se Deposition Annealing
untreated
75u - -
143u - -
146u - -
treated
76D3 3 min at 275 ◦C -
76D1A5 1 min at 200 ◦C 5 min at 300 ◦C
77D3A5 3 min at 200 ◦C 5 min at 300 ◦C
77D3A15 3 min at 200 ◦C 15 min at 300 ◦C
75D05bf 0.5 min at 275 ◦C -
143D1 1 min at 300 ◦C -
146D2A5 2 min at 200 ◦C 5 min at 300 ◦C
In the study of Se pressure during growth (see chapter4) indications that a high Cu-excess
might be beneficial for solar cell performance were found. Therefore both series were sup-
posed to be formed under this condition (Cu/In > 1.7 before etching) and with low Se
flux during growth. For the first series this was attempted by repeating the same PVD
process multiple times in a row. These are the samples from process numbers 75 to 77.
Processes 143 & 146 mark the second set of samples, they were not specifically made
with surface treatments in mind, but taken from the stock. They were chosen because of
their high QE yield and their composition and treated at a later time. All the measured
samples were finished with the standard buffer/window/contact stack, with the exception
of sample 75D05bf, which was finished without CdS buffer layer, hence the addition of
‘bf’ to the sample name for ‘buffer-free’.
Current-voltage measurements show (see table 5.2 and figure 5.1a), that the untreated
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Figure 5.1.: Results of the IV measurements on InSe treated devices - a) For the first
and b) second treatments on Cu-rich absorbers grown under a low Se flux. The dashed lines
are the IV curves recorded in the dark and the solid lines under illumination.
reference sample (75u) exhibits a relatively high current and voltage leading to a decent
efficiency of 8.8%. Unfortunately there is a strong discrepancy to the results of the QE
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Table 5.2.: Absorber performance as measured by IV at room temperature under A.M 1.5
illumination.
Identifier
η JSC (IV) JSC (QE) VOC FF A RS RSh J0
% mA · cm-2 mA · cm-2 mV % Ω Ω mA · cm-2
75u 8.8 39.8 34.7 369 60.1 1.8 0.3 595 9.6 · 10−6
76D3 8.0 31.1 29.7 424 60.8 1.7 0.5 227 1.2 · 10−6
76D1A5 9.1 34.1 33.9 425 62.6 1.8 0.7 1059 1.9 · 10−6
77D3A5 10.2 33.4 32.6 476 64.4 1.6 1.1 855 1.7 · 10−7
77D3A15 11.3 36.2 32.6 468 66.8 1.6 0.6 769 2.6 · 10−7
75D05bf 6.7 39.2 40.2 328 52.2 2.2 0.5 2703 6.1 · 10−5
143u 8.3 41.1 39.3 363 55.4 2.1 0.3 236 3.5 · 10−5
146u 8.1 40.5 39.0 359 55.6 2.0 0.3 538 2.9 · 10−5
143D1 13.0 40.0 36.0 474 68.4 1.6 0.4 909 2.9 · 10−7
146D2A5 13.5 42.2 38.7 469 68.1 1.5 0.5 781 1.3 · 10−7
Cu-poor ref 13.5 39.7 41.1 488 70.0 1.4 0.6 5882 3.6 · 10−8
measurements, which reveal a rather poor collection of long wavelength photons. In princi-
ple a difference between the short-circuit current densities from IV and QE measurements
can be explained by the different experimental setups (see chapter 2). The fact that the
short-circuit current density in QE is calculated utilizing an AM 1.5 spectrum, but for IV
measurements illumination is provided by a halogen lamp, already leads to some dispar-
ity. Furthermore, in the QE setup only a small circle of about 1 mm in diameter of the
sample is illuminated during measurement, while in the IV setup the whole sample surface
is excited. This is no concern for samples that are thoroughly homogeneous, but it might
lead to discrepancies if the surface treatment leads to a formation of absorptive InxSe
patches of varying size and/or thickness. But despite these two errors, the incongruity
in the present case seems rather large, possibly the calibration of the IV illumination
had been off during the measurement. There is more room for error and external dis-
turbance in the IV setup, the QE however is performed in a closed box and everything
is controlled externally, which makes the results from this measurement more trustworthy.
As the main goal of the treatment is to reduce recombination close to the interface and
thereby increasing VOC, it is best performed on cells that already have a high JSC. This
should be the case for Cu-rich absorbers grown under low Se. However the first treatment
series seems to have missed that goal, as the quantum efficiency of the untreated device is
not as high as anticipated. It is likely that the Se flux during growth of series 75-77 was
not sufficiently low and therefore the samples are too highly doped. This is confirmed by
CV measurements and will be treated in the next section (see table 5.3).
Due to this, the treated devices do not show as high efficiencies as anticipated despite their
high VOC. The champion device (77D3A15) of the first series lies at 11.3%, mostly due
to the voltage gain of about 100 mV. A reduction of recombination close to the interface
can explain this improvement.
This is also in line with the results of the current-voltage measurements, fitting of the
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room temperature curves with IVfit shows a reduction of diode quality factor and satu-
ration current by the treatment (see table 5.2) and the temperature dependence of the
open-circuit voltage extrapolates to the bandgap, as is shown in figure 5.4a. Even though
the untreated absorbers were not the ideal samples to yield high efficiency devices, there
is still a lot to be learned from these cells in order to improve further treatments. All
treated samples except one (75D05bf) feature a reasonable improvement with regard to
VOC.
Quantum efficiency measurements show, that most deposition-annealing samples are char-
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Figure 5.2.: Results of the QE measurements on InSe treated devices - a) For the
first and b) second treatments on Cu-rich absorbers grown under a low Se flux.
acterized by an increased long and decreased short wavelength collection in comparison to
the reference. Sample 75D05bf shows huge gain in QE over the whole spectrum compared
to the reference. Overall the lowest quantum efficiency belongs to the long deposited
sample (76D3) without annealing.
Looking into these features, with the specific treatments and sample characteristics in
mind, already gives insight into what to consider for subsequent treatments. The observed
differences in QE can rather easily be explained by a remaining layer or patches of InxSe
(InSe or In2Se3) on top of the absorbers, which absorb part of the incident photons.
Two features of the QE (see figure 5.2a) fit the respective bandgaps of the two modifica-
tions of InxSe: the drop below about 1000 nm (visible for samples 77D3A5 & 77D3A15)
fits the InSe bandgap(Eg = 1.26 eV, from [123]), while the reduction around 700 nm (vis-
ible especially for sample 76D1A5) fits to In2Se3(Eg = 1.68 eV, from [124]).
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) measurements where performed on some of the sam-
ples to show that there is indeed a remainder of InxSe on top of the treated absorbers.
Results are shown in figure 5.3 for samples 75u and 77D3A15, the depth profile shows
a clear influence of the treatment on the surface and also that after a certain depth the
composition returns to stoichiometry. Taking the ratios of Cu/In and In/Se (5.3b) illus-
trates this more clearly, the In/Se value at the front might suggest that the prevalent
phase in this sample is In2Se3, but there might be a mixture of different phases and the
measurement is only limited to a small area of the sample, therefore this is not definitive.
Previous studies [99] also find this phase in some samples. A possible explanation for
the occurrence of the second phase (InSe) might be a lower Se supply during treatment.
Samples 77D3A5 & 77D3A15 both had a long deposition phase with subsequent high
temperature annealing and both exhibit a strong loss below 1000 nm. It is indicative that
the formation of InSe was exacerbated by the long deposition in conjunction with possible
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Figure 5.3.: AES measurements on a treated and an untreated sample. - (a) Profile
of untreated (75u) and treated (77D3A15) sample (b) ratios of treated sample 77D3A15.
Se losses during the high temperature annealing.
For future treatments it is important to reduce both phases, but especially InSe should
be avoided as its low bandgap results in losses over a wider part of the spectrum. To do
so deposition time should be kept as short as possible, in order to prevent formation of a
thick InxSe layer.
Alternatively etching could be utilized in order to remove remaining InxSe phases from
the surface of the absorber. Therefore the complete picture for the deposition-annealed
devices seems to show that the goal to form a Cu-poor surface was achieved, which in-
creases the VOC and even long wavelength collection, but they suffer from remainders of
InxSe overall decreasing their current. On the other hand the gain in long wavelength QE
for the good two (77D3A5 & 77D3A15) deposition-annealing samples compared to the
untreated one might be due to better collection of generated charge carriers.
The long deposited sample without annealing (76D3) also suffers from secondary phases
at the top, but has the added disadvantage of a smaller increase in VOC and a lower shunt
resistance. This indicates that, while there might be a formation of a Cu-poor surface,
its advantages are negated by a lot of InxSe on the top due to long deposition time, but
reduced Cu-diffusion on accord of the low deposition temperature.
The most peculiar sample seems to be 75D05bf, with a very short deposition time and
without annealing step, which is characterized by a very high QE and therefore JSC There
is no remainder of InxSe due to a short deposition and obviously a gain because there are
no absorption losses in the CdS.
But the diode itself suffers of a high diode factor well above two, a low fill factor and
ultimately a severely decreased voltage. This is explained by its special sample structure,
namely the missing CdS buffer. As reported before the CdS buffer improves the device
through increasing of depletion width and contact potential, also it protects against local
shunts and sputter damage [97]. All factors together explain the lowered voltage and
decreased shunt resistance of the device. This is also reflected in the activation energy of
the main recombination pathway.
Not all devices could be characterized further, only three devices from the first treatment
series and one from the second were chosen, additionally the untreated device from either
series. It has to be mentioned, that the champion device was not further characterized,
as it was selected to receive an anti-reflective coating and could not be contacted into the
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admittance/IVT setup afterwards. IVT measurements on the treated absorbers generally
shows an increase of the VOC extrapolation compared to the untreated devices, indicating
that the dominant recombination shifts to the bulk. However the exception is the short
treated device, which is still dominated by interface recombination (see figure 5.4a).
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Figure 5.4.: Results of the VOC-extrapolation on InSe treated devices - a) For the first
and b) second treatments on Cu-rich absorbers grown under a low Se flux.
From the results of the two deposition-only devices a treatment at higher temperatures
but shorter deposition time was derived and tested (sample 143D1), since it was deduced
that already a short deposition is enough to form a Cu-poor surface, but higher tem-
peratures might be necessary to improve Cu-diffusion. Due to problems with absorber
deposition, it was unfortunately not possible to thoroughly investigate the influence of
the Se flux on the In-Se surface treatment in the framework of this thesis.
To be able to do further treatments and at least have some results on a truly low
Se device with a high QE already before the treatment a few processes with remaining
bare absorbers (143 & 146) were selected that showed favourable properties and could be
utilized for two treatments. According to the previous findings one sample was treated
with a deposition-annealing process (146D2A5), featuring a deposition time in between
the previously studied ones and a short annealing, since the annealing time does not seem
to play an important role above 5 min. Another one was treated via a process without
annealing, but under higher temperatures to facilitate Cu-diffusion(143D1).
Care was taken to achieve a higher Se flux for these treatments in order to inhibit growth
of InSe, given that In2Se3 is less detrimental to solar cell performance. Current-voltage
measurements on these devices are shown in figure 5.1b and their results summarized
together with the rest of the treated samples in table 5.2. Again the increase in VOC is
about 100 mV after treatment and a sizeable gain in fill factor leads to an overall efficiency
increase of more than 5%.
The deposition-annealing device shows a very good overall QE yield, but the deposition-
only device shows losses in the short wavelengths, probably again due to formation of InSe.
For the champion device there seems to be a small loss below 800 nm, which might be
due to patches of In2Se3. But diode quality, fill factors, saturation current and ultimately
VOC are all very good. For comparison a Cu-poor device from our lab with the highest
published efficiency is shown [100]. Efficiency-wise the champion treated Cu-rich device
is on-par with this.
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Figure 5.5.: Results of the CV measurements on InSe treated device - These are the
Mott-Schottky plots for the for a) new and c) old treated absorbers at room temperature and
under 106 Hz. the left column shows the respective phase angles for eacht measurement.
Capacitance-voltage measurements have been performed on a selection of the previously
presented devices, the results are shown in figure 5.5 and summarized in table 5.3. The
first series shows a mixed influence of the treatments on NCV. As mentioned before the
reference device is not as lowly doped as anticipated and it has a similar carrier density
and built-in voltage as the devices with a high Se during growth.
The long deposition device without annealing shows a slight increase of the doping density
and also a reduced built-in voltage. Probably this does not have anything to do with
the treatment itself, but rather there was a slightly higher Se supply during process
76 compared to 75, which resulted in that increase. The treatment then resulted in a
remainder of InxSe at the interface, which leads to a poorer junction quality, reducing
Vbi. This is also confirmed by its low shunt resistance.
For the device without CdS buffer there is no significant change in NCV.
The best device (77D3A15) is also characterized by a decrease in doping density.
The devices for the second round of treatments were already characterized by a low doping
density, they show characteristic values of a low Se absorber. The investigated treated
device yielded good results without a change in overall doping density, due to the fact
that it already started out low.
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Table 5.3.: Absorber parameters as extracted from capacitance-voltage measurements
Identifier NCV Vbi xSCR Cscr
cm−3 V nm nF · cm-2
75u 2.7 · 1016 0.7 181 57
76D3 4.2 · 1016 0.5 127 81
77D3A15 8.7 · 1015 0.6 310 33
75D05 2.7 · 1016 0.5 148 70
146u 1.7 · 1016 0.6 211 49
143D1 1.6 · 1016 0.5 209 50
5.3. Defects in treated devices
Some of the samples were chosen to be further investigated by TAS measurements. Figures
are shown in the appendix, A.15 shows the admittance-spectra of four samples from the
first series and figure A.16 those of the chosen two from the second series.
The reference sample from the first series (75u) and the short treated sample (75D05bf)
both show the four signals that have been previously discussed (see chapter 4) for the Cu-
rich samples. The findings from the previous chapter generally apply to these samples,
only discrepancies from the established picture will be discussed explicitly. Also the
nomenclature as set there will be kept throughout this section. The high temperature
signal (step 1), attributed to a very broad and deep defect distribution or band tails
in the previous chapter, is very pronounced in these two particular samples. Especially
for sample 75D05bf the space-charge region capacitance lies directly in this step, which
might indicate that the measured value is too high due to this signal contributing to
the measurement. Therefore it is probable, that the doping density of this sample is
overestimated. The defect-related signal (step 2) and the carrier freeze-out (step 3) are
both also visible in both samples, and evaluation of their activation energies are in the
same range as measured for typical Cu-rich samples, see tables 5.4 and 4.3. The low
temperature signature (step 4) is not directly visible, but the difference to the geometrical
capacitance below the high frequency capacitance of step 3 leaves room for a mobility
freeze-out.
On the other hand, the reference sample of the second series (146u) is somewhat atypi-
cal. The first feature that is prominent in the admittance spectra (see figure A.16a) is the
noise at low frequencies, which seems to peak around 100 Hz, and disappears above 1 kHz.
Most probably there were some minor issues with the contacting of the sample. Maybe
the glue was not holding the wires perfectly in place and due to vibrations produced by
the cryogenerator there were some differences of the conductivity of the sample. Once the
measurement frequency exceeds this vibrations by an order of magnitude, they become
negligible.
The second difference in this sample is that the whole spectrum is dominated by one
step in the mid temperature range, instead of two narrower ones. From the temperature
range, in which the signal appears and defect parameters extracted from the Arrhenius-
plot, it is apparent that this step is related to step 2, the high temperature signal only
found in the Cu-rich samples. This is at first counter-intuitive, since in any case there has
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Table 5.4.: Defect parameters for the admittance measurements of the two treated series
Sample identifier
Arrhenius plot Walter Analysis
EA ξ0 EA ξ0 Nt wFWHM Cup
meV s−1K−2 meV s−1K−2 cm−3 meV nFcm−2
75u
205 1.4 · 108 200 2.0 · 108 1.4 · 1016 38 66
97 1.6 · 106 86 8.0 · 105 3.1 · 1016 25 48
75D05bf 95 1.1 · 106 94 1.4 · 106 2.2 · 1016 39 38
76D3 102 5.9 · 104 97 9.0 · 104 3.9 · 1016 29 89
77D3A15 105 5.3 · 104 92 4.0 · 104 8.2 · 1015 31 38
146u 199 1.3 · 108 187 1.0 · 108 1.8 · 1016 61 45
143D1 145 2.2 · 105 138 3.0 · 105 1.3 · 1016 38 55
to be a carrier freeze-out, meaning for the present evaluation a signal related to step 3
has to be visible in the spectra, which was attributed to the doping defects, measured in
PL. Otherwise this would imply that the shallow doping defects suddenly have vanished
in this sample and the absorber is only doped by the 200 meV defect, which is highly
unlikely.
The argument that those defects are still freezing out at lower temperatures, as there is
still a gap below the high frequency capacitance of step 3 and Cgeo is also implausible.
The doping density is comparable to that of other samples, therefore the capacitance dif-
ference should also be of a similar value, which is not the case as it is much smaller. From
the temperature and magnitude this gap probably stems from a mobility freeze-out, as
observed for the other samples (step 4).
Taking those arguments into account, the likeliest explanation is that in the measure-
ments step 2 & 3 are not separated and only the critical frequencies of the high energy
are distinguishable. This is reflected in the measurement by the large width of this step.
Comparing the points were each step in the different temperature curves settles on the
high and low frequency capacitance limit it seems to extend nearly over the whole fre-
quency range. For the other Cu-rich samples this usually happens within one order of
magnitude in the log plot. Therefore the measured step is probably a double step and the
inflection points of step 3 are hidden within the flank of step 2. In the spectra towards
higher frequencies there is a very faint change of slope, but no inflection points can be
found there to evaluate. From the Walter analysis (see 2.3.3, equation 2.39) also a very
broad defect distribution is calculated, which supports this explanation.
All the remaining admittance spectra of the treated samples have in common that they
only show one response in the low temperature range, not the double step structure as
observed in the untreated ones. Step 1 is not very pronounced in either of the remaining
samples, if there is a deep defect distribution or band tails in the samples their densities
should be rather low. Step 4 is detected in all the samples as the gap between the bottom
of the middle step and Cgeo, which is also attributed to mobility freeze-out as previously.
To characterize the response in the middle defect energies are evaluated by the Arrhenius-
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plot. They are all in the range of the low temperature and low energy response step 3,
which is not surprising, since they also appear in that temperature range. Furthermore
as mentioned before there should not be a huge difference in the doping defects of the
samples and therefore it is to be expected that the carrier freeze-out appears here. The
Walter analysis however seems to show a strong increase in peak height at lower temper-
atures, which makes it especially hard to find a suitable thermal pre-factor. Even when
only focussing on the high temperature range, where the Arrhenius-plot is straighter this
effect is still very pronounced. However the defect parameters that are of interest seem to
be rather robust to that variation, with exception of the peak width. This is illustrated
in figure 5.6, where three Gaussians were fitted at different temperatures. Overall peak
position and defect density seem to be stable in the range where the Arrhenius evaluation
was made. Because the peak narrows while it amplitude increases, overall area and there-
fore defect density is constant within the error of the fit. Therefore at least some estimate
of these values can be taken from the Walter analysis and compared to the previously
measured samples.
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Figure 5.6.: Comparison of different Gaussians - Walter method on a sample, that exhibits
a shift towards higher defect densities with a decrease in temperature. The parameter that
changes the most is wFWHM, however the area under the curve Nt and peak position EA are
stable.
In order to allow comparing the treated samples to the findings for the standard Cu-rich
material, again a Meyer-Neldel plot was drawn (see figure 5.7). Additionally to the results
of the last chapter the newly measured responses were added to the graph.
It is directly visible that all new responses fall on the same lines that have been found
before. The untreated samples show the same two responses as the Cu-rich samples
as expected, while the signal from the treated cells fall into the region of the carrier
freeze-out of the doping defect as found in the Cu-poor absorbers. A behaviour that can
be explained by the way admittance measurements work and the new sample structure.
First, as stated previously, only defects that cross the Fermi level within the space-charge
region width can be charged and uncharged and therefore contribute to the capacitance of
the cell, also defects with higher activation energies are crossed closer to the interface with
the buffer. Secondly, the treatment results in a Cu-poor surface that extends less than
150 nm (See figure 5.3) into the absorber. From the CV results it can be estimated that
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Figure 5.7.: Meyer-Neldel graph - The results from the previous chapter together with the
measured defect signatures in treated samples.
the SCR is about 140− 310 nm wide. Therefore it is concluded that the measurements
after treatment mainly probe the Cu-poor surface. This surface only has a slight Cu
deficiency, comparable to the cells measured in the last chapter, as a result of its growth
process. This explains why only the low energy response is measured and why it falls
on the same line as in the Cu-poor samples and not on that of the Cu-rich ones. This
explanation is illustrated in figure 5.8a.
Sample 75D05bf is the only exception here. In that case treatment was very short and
therefore there is only a very thin Cu-poor layer on the top, therefore the low energy
defect is still crossed within the Cu-rich bulk. Furthermore in the last chapter, the shift
of the Meyer-Neldel line of step 3 was attributed to higher doping density in the Cu-rich
absorbers, which increases the local field and thus enhances emission from the doping
defects.
In principle this can be seen again in the treated cells. Sample 75D05bf has still the
high doping of the Cu-rich bulk and its defect response falls on the Cu-rich MN line, the
doping of the treated samples 77D3A15 and 143D1 is decreased and their responses is on
the Cu-poor MN line.
However, the deposition-only sample 76D3 does not follow this trend, its doping is the
same as the untreated sample, but still the defect response falls close to the Cu-poor
MN line. Possibly due to the low built-in voltage of this cell (see section 5.2), the local
electric field at the interface is small compared to the untreated absorber despite of the
high doping. Therefore the trap is subjected to lower fields and emission is not enhanced
as in the Cu-rich case.
An interesting result is that there is now more information on the nature of step 2, due
to the special sample structure. In the last chapter it was concluded that step 2 is rather
due to a defect, but it was not possible to exclude the possibility that a back contact
barrier produces this signal. However, since a Cu-rich bulk is still present in the treated
samples, the band alignment between absorber and back contact should still be the same.
Therefore a barrier in the Cu-rich samples would still be present after treatment and it
can be concluded that indeed the observed signal is due to a deep defect in the Cu-rich
material.
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It is unfortunately still not possible to distinguish between an interface and a bulk defect.
Figure 5.8 shows a model of the possible measurement conditions, which would lead to a
defect related signal, which is present in untreated absorbers, but disappears for treated
ones.
Depicted on the left side (5.8a) is the situation for the untreated Cu-rich samples at two
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Figure 5.8.: Model for high energy defect in Cu-rich CIS - Visual representation of
the two possible defect locations of step 2 at different temperatures. a) for the untreated
Cu-rich samples b) for the treated samples, featuring a lower doped, Cu-poor surface.
different temperatures. The different energies are related to the various features of the
Admittance spectra, ‘E1’ is related to step 1, a deep and broad defect distribution that is
measured in some of the samples. It was not drawn in the picture of the treated samples
on the right side, since for those cells it was usually not detectable (except for the short
treated sample 75D05bf). The second step ‘E2’ is the defect response, which vanishes
in the treated absorbers. And at the bottom ‘E3’ is a stand-in for the freeze-out of all
the different doping defects possibly related to the signals 3 & 4. The dots at the in-
terface in the left-hand graphs are representing interface defects, which are native to the
Cu-rich/CdS junction and therefore are not present in the right-hand side. This would
explain the vanishing of the signal, but biased admittance measurements contradict this
explanation, since the signal does not shift with external bias. On the other hand, under
the assumption of a pinned Fermi level an interface defect does not shift with bias, so one
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might still be the cause of step 2.
But there is a second explanation that does not rely on other secondary prerequisites.
Step 2 is depicted as ‘E2’ in the left hand graph, but it is not going through the whole
absorber in the right side pictures and stops at the Cu-poor surface. If step 2 stems from
a Cu-rich defect, naturally it would not be there in the Cu-poor part of the SCR. Even
if the Cu-poor region does not extend over the whole SCR there might be no crossing
of this defect in the remaining Cu-rich part, since deeper traps are crossed closer to the
interface. Therefore it can be assumed, that step 2 is probably due to a bulk defect of
the Cu-rich material.
To summarize the findings for the measured admittance responses, first there is a very
deep and broad defect density or band tails in Cu-poor material, which is either less pro-
nounced or even missing in Cu-rich solar cells. This might be an advantage for the latter,
as very deep traps can act as strong recombination centres. Secondly a defect (‘E2’) in the
Cu-rich bulk material was found, which is not present in Cu-poor. It seems to contribute
to the high doping at room temperature, but a surface treatment removes this from the
surface, where it might have detrimental effects. The remaining capacitance responses
can then be attributed to carrier and mobility freeze-out.
Together with the results from the capacitance- and current-voltage measurements it is
possible to comment on the mechanisms by which the treatments affect device efficiency.
The increase in efficiency is mainly due to improvement of the open-circuit voltage, which
also increases the fill factor.
From the QE measurements we know, that the current is mostly unaffected or even re-
duced due to remaining InxSe. The treatment can reduce the effective doping, therefore
decreasing the band-bending at the interface. Since absorbers grown under low Se were
used during the treatment are already quite lowly doped, the additional reduction in ef-
fective doping does not change anything additionally.
This small change still might help to increase the VOC, as there is a trend of higher gains
for the samples with the lowest doping (see table 5.2 & 5.3). However this is not the only
mechanism how the treatment influences the voltage, as not all treated samples show a
decreased doping compared to the reference, but all have a higher VOC nonetheless.
Alone the disappearance of the deep defect (step 2) already improves the voltage. It is
probable that this defect acts as a recombination centre and reduces the open-circuit volt-
age. Since the diode quality factor of the treated devices also decreases, it is possible that
this defect is promoting tunnelling recombination found in Cu-rich devices. The surface
treatment moves it from close the interface to the bulk. This decreases the recombination
rate on accord of the lower minority carrier density in the absorber bulk. This is also
supported by the increase in activation energy of the domination recombination path.
Without surface treatment, the activation energy is lowered, due to carriers tunnelling
into the defect and recombining from there.
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CHAPTER
SIX
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
This work was focussed on the electrical characterization of Cu-rich grown CIS solar cells,
which is a very versatile material, whose unique properties make it worthwhile for PV
applications. However it has some challenges, that can largely be attributed to a high
doping and interface recombination, which impedes its performance in solar cell devices.
A study was presented here, addressing the effect of differing Se fluxes during growth of
Cu-rich CIS. For this, three series of samples at different Cu/In ratios (above 1.7, 1.3-1.5
and slightly Cu-poor) have been produced, each with a sample of low, medium and high
Se overpressure during growth. All series showed an improvement of solar cell param-
eters (determined by IV and EQE measurements) with less Se during growth and had
a reproducibly increased short-circuit current. Also the open-circuit voltage increased
with decreasing Se and its temperature extrapolation showed higher values at 0 K, which
was however still less then the absorbers’ respective bandgaps. This Se-dependent be-
haviour could be explained by CV measurements and attributed to a decrease of the
free-carrier density NCV with less Se flux, possibly due to a larger compensating effect
of either increased concentration of the Cu-Se double vacancy or the In-on-Cu antisite
defect, or both. Admittance measurements showed four responses in the Cu-rich and
three in the Cu-poor series. Following their subsequent appearance while cooling down
from room temperature, they have been labelled 1-4, with the second step being missing
in the Cu-poor series. The first step is more pronounced in the Cu-poor series and has
been attributed to either a very broad defect distribution close to midgap or bandtails.
The second step has been attributed to a defect native to the Cu-rich either in the bulk
material or at the interface. Step 3 is most probably the carrier freeze-out, maybe asso-
ciated with two shallow defects that have been measured by PL at 60 meV and 100 meV.
There is a difference of the Meyer-Neldel lines of the Cu-rich and Cu-poor samples, which
has been explained by enhancement of the emission rate by the electric field due to the
higher doping in the Cu-rich cells. The last step, if at all visible is probably caused by a
mobility freeze-out at very low temperatures, but could not be resolved due to constraints
of the measurement setup.
The second part of this thesis focussed on solar cells from Cu-rich grown, low Se over-
pressure CIS absorbers, which had been etched and subsequently coated with In and Se
at elevated temperatures. This In-Se surface treatment resulted in the formation of a Cu-
poor surface on top of a stoichiometric bulk, the structure has been confirmed by AES
measurements. Depending on the treatment process a remaining layer of InxSe caused
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some absorption losses in the QE, but it could be shown that Cu-rich In-Se surface treated
devices can be as good as Cu-poor ones. CV measurements found in some cases a re-
duction of the effective doping density, however this could not explain all the gains in
open-circuit voltage. The activation energy of the main recombination path from IVT
measurements showed that for most devices, interface recombination was now fully sup-
pressed. Furthermore TAS measurements showed, that the deep defect (step 2) which
was first discovered for the Cu-rich samples, is not appearing in the treated devices any
more, even though measurable in the untreated reference. From this it was hypothesized
that this defect acts as a recombination centre and is pushed out of the SCR and away
from the interface, reducing its recombination rate due to the decreased minority carrier
density in the bulk.
Where to proceed to from here?
These results show already a great improvement of the Cu-rich grown CIS material,
especially a consistent high short-circuit current, by simply growing with a decreased
Se overpressure. And with more optimization surely a surface treatment could be found
suitable for these absorbers, which show the same increase in open-circuit voltage as found
in previous works while still keeping the short-circuit current at the high level of the low
Se grown absorbers. The problem of current loss due to InxSe patches remaining on
absorber is probably an optimization issue, but possible selective etching methods might
be available, for example an aqueous solution of Na2S has been tested and might be
promising. A different approach might be applying the surface treatment to alternatively
etched cells. Previous works from my colleagues on an etching by an aqueous bromine
solution, resulted in highly efficient absorbers, which suffered from reflection losses due
to the resulting highly specular surfaces [125]. A treatment on these could result in small
grains of Cu-poor material growing on the absorber surface and ideally increase the surface
roughness to alleviate this problem.
Furthermore the next step would be the transition of the findings for CIS to the quaternary
CIGS alloy, which is not a trivial task, however first results from colleagues look promising
and are about to be published [126].
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A. Supplementary figures
A.1. Supplementary graphs from the Selenium Influence
Study
A.1.1. IVT measurement results
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Figure A.1.: IVT Results of the high Cu/In ratio Se flux series - a) & b) illuminated
and dark curves of low Se sample, c) & d) illuminated and dark curves of mid Se sample,
e) & f) illuminated and dark curves of high Se sample
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Figure A.2.: IVT Results of the low Cu/In ratio Se flux series - a) & b) illuminated
and dark curves of low Se sample, c) & d) illuminated and dark curves of mid Se sample,
e) & f) illuminated and dark curves of high Se sample
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Figure A.3.: IVT Results of the Cu-poor Se flux series - a) & b) illuminated and dark
curves of low Se sample, c) & d) illuminated and dark curves of mid Se sample, e) & f)
illuminated and dark curves of high Se sample
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A.1.2. Thermal admittance spectra
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Figure A.4.: Results of the Cf measurements on the Se-series with a high Cu/In
ratio. - (a) high Se (b) mid Se (c) low Se.
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Figure A.5.: Results of the Cf measurements on the Se-series with a low Cu/In ratio.
- (a) high Se (b) mid Se (c) low Se.
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Figure A.6.: Results of the Cf measurements on the Cu-poor Se-series. - (a) high Se
(b) mid Se (c) low Se.
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A.1.3. Arrhenius analysis
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Figure A.7.: Arrhenius-plot of the Cf measurements on the Se-series with a high
Cu/In ratio. - (a) high Se (b) mid Se (c) low Se. Results of the evaluation from conductance
and from the derivative of the capacitance.
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Figure A.8.: Arrhenius-plot of the Cf measurements on the Se-series with a low
Cu/In ratio. - (a) high Se (b) mid Se (c) low Se. Results of the evaluation from conductance
and from the derivative of the capacitance.
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Figure A.9.: Arrhenius-plot of the Cf measurements on the Cu-poor Se-series. -
(a) high Se (b) mid Se (c) low Se. Results of the evaluation from the derivative of the
capacitance.
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A.1.4. DOS after Walter
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Figure A.10.: Fitting of the DOS after Walter et al. on the high Cu/In ratio series
- Fitting for:
low Se during growth: a) high (step2) & b) low (step3) temperature response ;
mid Se during growth: c) high (step2) & d) low (step3) temperature response;
high Se during growth: e) high (step2) & f) low (step3) temperature response.
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Figure A.11.: Fitting of the DOS after Walter et al. on the low Cu/In ratio series -
Fitting for:
low Se during growth: a) high (step2) & b) low (step3) temperature response;
mid Se during growth: c) high (step2) & d) low (step3) temperature response;
high Se during growth: e) high (step2) & f) low (step3) temperature response.
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Figure A.12.: Fitting of the DOS after Walter et al. on the Cu-poor series. - a) High
temperature response (step 1) of the high Se sample b) Medium temperature response (step
3) of the high Se sample c) Medium temperature response (step 3) of the mid Se sample
d) Medium temperature response (step 3) of the low Se sample.
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(h)
Figure A.13.: IVT results for the first treated samples - left column dark, right column
illuminated curves
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Figure A.14.: IVT results for the second treated samples - left column dark, right
column illuminated curves
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A.2.2. Thermal admittance spectra
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(d)
Figure A.15.: Admittance-measurements of the first treated series. - a) Untreated
Cu-rich, low Se sample (75u) b) Short treated sample (without CdS-buffer) (75D05bf) c)
Deposition-only sample (76D3) d) Deposition-Annealing sample (77D3A15)
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(b)
Figure A.16.: Admittance-measurements of the second treated series. - a) Of un-
treated (146u) and b) treated (143D1) sample.
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A.2.3. Arrhenius analysis
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Figure A.17.: Arrhenius-plot of the Cf measurements on the first treatment samples.
- a) Untreated Cu-rich, low Se samlple (75u) b) Short treated sample (without CdS-buffer)
(75D05bf) c) Deposition-only sample (76D3) d) Deposition-Annealing sample (77D3A15)
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Figure A.18.: Arrhenius-plot of the Cf measurements on the second treatment sam-
ples. - a) Of untreated (146u) and b) treated (143D1) sample.
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A.2.4. DOS after Walter
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(e)
Figure A.19.: Walter analysis of all the defects in the first treated series - Defect
fitting after Walter et al. [58] for: a) high and b) low temperature response of untreated
reference sample 75u. Responses of the treated samples: c) 76D3, d) 77D3A15 and d)
75D05bf are all from a response at low temperatures.
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(b)
Figure A.20.: Walter analysis of all the defects in the second treated series - Defect
fitting after Walter et al. [58] for: a) untreated reference sample 146u b) treated sample
143D1.
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GLOSSARY
Table C.1.: Abbreviations
AM air mass
BFM beam flux monitor
CBD chemical bath deposition
CGS CuGaSe2
CIS CuInSe2
CIGS Cu(In,Ga)Se2
CV capacitance-voltage
DFT density functional theory
DOS density of states
EDX energy dispersive X-ray diffraction
EIES electron impact spectroscope
EPT energy payback time
EQE external quantum efficiency
HF Hartree-Fock
HSE Heyd, Scuseria and Ernzerhof, [42]
IQE internal quantum efficiency
IV current-voltage
IVT temperature-dependant current-voltage
MBE molecular beam epitaxy
MEE multi-excitation entropy
MN Meyer-Neldel, [73]
PL photoluminescence
PMT photomultiplier tube
PV photovoltaics
PVD physical vapour deposition
QCM quartz micro-balance
QE quantum efficiency
SCR space-charge region
SEM scanning electron microscope
TAS thermal admittance measurements
TCO transparent conductive oxide
XRD X-ray diffraction
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Table C.2.: Acronyms and Symbols
Symbol Unit Description
A diode quality factor
Ab absorbance of buffer layer
Aw absorbance of window layer
α nm-1 absorption coefficient
ch s-1 hole capture rate
c˜h cm3 · s-1 hole capture coefficient
C F · cm-2 capacitance
Cgeo nF · cm-2 geometrical capacitance
Chf nF · cm-2 high frequency capacitance response
Clf nF · cm-2 low frequency capacitance response
Cm nF · cm-2 measured capacitance value
Cp nF · cm-2 capacitance measured in parallel
Cscr nF · cm-2 space-charge region capacitance
Cscr,bc nF · cm-2 space-charge region capacitance of the primary junction
Cscr,pn nF · cm-2 space-charge region capacitance of the back-contact
Cup F · cm-2 low frequency capacitance, before defect step
dabs µm thickness of the absorber layer
D m2s-1 diffusion coefficient
eh s-1 hole emission rate
E eV energy
EA eV defect activation energy
EA,rec eV activation energy of main recombination pathway
EF eV Fermi level
EFn eV bulk quasi-Fermi level in n-side of junction
EFp eV bulk quasi-Fermi level in p-side of junction
Eg eV bandgap energy
Eω eV Walter energy axis [58]
Eph eV phonon energy
Et eV position of a deep trap within bandgap
Evac eV vacuum level
E Vm-1 electric field
η % power conversion efficiency
f s-1 measurement frequency
f0 s-1 trap response frequency
fcrit s-1 critical frequency in admittance spectrum
FF fill factor
gt S conductance due to deep defects
G S conductance
G kJ ·mol-1 Gibbs free energy
Γ external collection efficiency
J mA · cm-2 current density
J0 mA · cm-2 saturation current density
J00 mA · cm-2 reference current density
Jdiode mA · cm-2 diode current density
Jlight mA · cm-2 total current density
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JQ mA · cm-2 charge current density
JSC mA · cm-2 short-circuit current density
κ S ·m-1 conductivity
κn S ·m-1 conductivity of electrons
κh S ·m-1 conductivity of holes
Ldi µm diffusion length
Ldr µm drift length
Leff µm effective collection length
λ nm wavelength
µ eV electrochemical potential
µn eV electrochemical potential of electrons
µp eV electrochemical potential of holes
N cm-3 density of free carriers
N0 cm-3 density of free carriers in steady state
Na cm-3 density of shallow acceptors
NCV cm-3 free carrier density from CV
Nd cm-3 density of shallow donators
Ni cm-3 intrinsic carrier density
Np cm-3 density of trapped holes
Np, 0 cm-3 density of trapped holes in steady state
Nt cm-3 density of deep traps
NV cm-3 density of thermalized holes from the valence band
Nx,i number of excitations in interaction volume
Nx,n number of necessary excitations
ν0 s-1 attempt-to-escape frequency
ω s-1 angular frequency
ωph s-1 phonon frequency
p Pa pressure
Pin W input power
Pmax W maximum power point
Psubs % power of the substrate heater (as % of maximum output)
PH hopping probability
ϕ V electrical potential
ϕn V electrical potential on n-side
ϕp V electrical potential on p-side
q C · cm-2 charge density
qa C · cm-2 charge stored in shallow acceptors
qt C · cm-2 charge stored in deep traps
r s-1 temperature activated observable
r0 s-1 activation prefactor
r00 s-1 constant of activation prefactor
RS Ω series resistance
RSh Ω shunt resistance
RSh,bc Ω shunt resistance of the primary junction
RSh,pn Ω shunt resistance of the back-contact
Rf reflectance of front layers
ρ C · cm-3 distribution of charge density
S J · kg-1 entropy
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S S susceptance
σn m-1 electron capture crosssection
σp m-1 hole capture crosssection
t s temporal coordinate
T K temperature
Tiso K or ◦C isokinetic temperature
Tg transmittance through grid
τh s mean time of hole in VB prior to capture event
τdi s diffusion time
τdr s drift time
θm
◦ phase angle
U J inner energy
vth cm · s-1 thermal velocity
V V voltage
V0 V voltage amplitude
VAC V small AC bias voltage
Vapp V applied voltage
Vbi V built-in voltage
VOC mV open-circuit voltage
Vt V potential difference due to charged traps
V m3 volume
wFWHM eV full width at half maximum of Gaussian fit
W number of microscopic states
x m spatial coordinate
xH nm hopping range
xn nm space-charge region on n-side
xp nm space-charge region on p-side
xSCR nm space-charge region width
x˜t nm location of intersect between deep defect and Fermi level
ξ0 s-1 ·T -2 thermal pre-factor of a measured defect
ξ00 s-1 ·T -2 thermal pre-factor of a defect group
Y S admittance
Table C.3.: Constants
Symbol Value Description
kB 8.617 · 10−5 eV ·K-1 Boltzmann constant
0 8.854 · 10−12 F ·m-1 absolute dielectric permittivity
r 12 relative dielectric permittivity of CuInSe2 [52]
h 4.135 · 10−15 eV · s Planck constant
~ 6.582 · 10−16 eV · s reduced Planck constant
i
√−1 imaginary unit
qe 1.602 · 10−19 C elementary charge
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